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Efforts
to ease
Internet
traffic
Bi BKI NNA WALTON
staff writer
Aiming to combat recent
online backup that leaves users
waiting, JMU expanded its
Internet traffic capacity over the
summer. A second connection line
will llWMfc the -vstem's bandwidth, or the amount of traffic the
system can handle.
This change is an effort to
speed up JMU's Internet access,
according to J.W. Myers, the assistant vice president of Information
Technology. Restrictions will be
placed on the access of users who
clog the system asa r.-uU ,.i execesive downloading. The university
routers between computers and
the Internet send bandwidth information to a database, so gMCeariva
usage can be monitored.
The primary reasons for
increasing the capabilities of the
system are to double the university's capacity for Internet traffic and
to provide a backup system in the
event of a problem with the first
one, Myers said. The new pipe
costs approximately $55,000, which
was paid for by the Information
Technology department.
'To be out of service is just not
an option," Myers said. A large
source of the clogging problem is
students downloading from file
sharing programs such as Napster
and Morpheus, since users of
these sites open tliemselvcs up to
sttNAPSTBK.pageS
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Junior tailback B.J. Minor rushed for 65 yards on 26 carries and two touchdowns as New Hampshire defeated the Dukes' 26-19. JMU managed |ust 72'
yards of offense on the ground against the Wildcats, who racked up 158 from their ground attack.

Wildcats bite Dukes, 26-19
Dukes down one game, two quarterbacks as Connelly injures knee during play
By DREW WILSON
assistant sports editor
lust when it looked like the young,
banged-up Dukes were going to steal
one on the road, the University of New
Hampshire converted on several big
plays to come
.
back for a 26-19
c .
Saturday
„,,, s,„ur,,,v „
Cowell Stadium
m L umarn

UNH

"*

26

JMU

' N.H

"We beat a
good
football
,eam

.,,

who

played with a lot
of heart out
there.'
New
Hampshire coach
Sean McDonnell said. "To lose vour
first- and second-string quarterback
and then have (freshman quarterback
Clayton) Matthews play the way he
did in his second college game and
come time in and time out. they came
back, and my hat goes off to them
They played a hell of a ball game — as
did my team."
New Hampshire (2-0) got on the
board first with the help of a JMU
mishap. On second down and 3 yards
to go on their own 20-yard line, junior

■ luarterback Mike Connelly pitched next play. Connelly passed to senior
the ball behind senior tailback B.J. fullback Robert Carson on the right
Minor. Wildcats senior defensive line- side, but Carson fumbled the ball
man Jon Oosterhuis came up with the and the Wildcats recovered. JMU
loose ball in the end zone. Senior place received another break when UNH
knkor
Shawn
was called for .i t.nc
MacLoan knocked in
mask on Carson, givllui Mia point to put
ing the Dukes yet
UNH ahead 7-0.
another first down on
We beat a good
On their next posthe 3-yard line.
MtsJort the Dukes
The Dukes once
football
team
who
rallied back for a
again ran a draw to
•CON of their own
played with a lot of Minor, who walked in
with help from two
untouched for six
Wildcat
mistakes.
heart out there.
points.
However,
After putting togethGlover missed the
— Sean McDonnell extra point wide left,
er three lirsl downs.
V» Hampshire I nuersilv leaving JMU trailing 7JMU was called for
football coach 6 with five minutes
holding, forcing a
lirst and 20 at midand 19 seconds left in
field. After two
the first quarter.
incomplete passes
New Hampshire's
and a sack. JMU faced a fourth and 25 next possession did not last long as
and sent senior place kicker Mike Wildcats junior tailback Stephan Lewis
Glover to punt. After Clover got the fumbled on first down. Senior lineball away, he was hit by an UNH backer Derrick Lloyd recovered the
defender, giving the Dukes and auto- loose ball, putting the Dukes on the
matic first down.
UNH 17-yard line.
Now on the New Hampshire 40JMU could not get past the 11-yard
yard line. Minor ran a draw for 19 line forcing them to attempt a field
yards and another first down. On the goal. However, Glover's kick was

66-

9?

blocked by senior linebacker John
Paul, causing the Dukes to miss out on
another scoring opportunity.
With just under two minutes to
play in the first quarter, the Dukes got
the ball back after forcing New
Hampshire to punt. After starting on
their own 47-yard line, JMU moved
down the field on three runs and a pass
to wide receiver Alan Harrison. A
penalty for a false start moved JMU
Kick for a third and eight on the UNH
36-yard line. Connelly connected to
Minor, who got down to the four yard
line. Minor once again found his way
to the end zone with just under 13 minutes to go in the half.
Since the Dukes missed the first
extra point attempt, JMU decided to go
for a two-point conversion. Connelh/s
pass to Carson was too high, leaving
JMU with only a 12-7 advantage
The JMU defense forced the
Wildcats to punt, giving the Dukes the
ball on their own 44-yard line w ith 3:22
left in the first half. On first down,
Connelly was sacked for a loss of 8 and
came off of the field banged up.
Matthews replaced Connelly for the
see DVKES. page 18

Republicans rally on square
Va. candidates Landes, Katzen rouse young crowd, praise involvement
BY MATT MCCI.USKY

contributing writer
Red and blue signs dotted
Court Square in downtown
Harrisonburg Saturday as a
crowd gathered for a stop on the
"2001 GOP Youth Rally Tour."
Sponsored by the JMU College
Republicans and the Virginia
Young Republicans, the event
gave candidates running in the
\> >\ 7 state election an opportunilv to speak directly to the
GOfs youth.
Youth involvment was one of
the main topics touched upon by
the speakers, in particular the
impact of colksge-aged students
on the outcome of next month's
election. "We are a party of
young people; I'm an example
"I tK.it, said Steve Landes, candidate for the 25th Metric!
Huns,' se.it "We need peopk'
HI to get involved, for you
will be the leaders of the future."
rhe crowd responded with
'■neigetic che*rs each time its
participation was praised. Tables
overflowing with voter registration lorms were located around
the square to enlist the help of
-Indents with simili.ii political
views Members of the JMU and
Harnsonburg Republican clubs
roamed the area in search of ears
that would listen to their discus-

sions of college students' political influence in local government
and the impending Nov. 7 state
elections.
Following Landes at the
podium was Jay Katzen, a candidate for lieutenant governor.
His speech focused on his main
goals, including "raising stan-

-66We are a party of
young people; I'm an
example of that.
— Sieve Landes
candidate fur 25th Divlricl House seal

55
dards and accountability in
public schools, lowenng taxes
and making Virginia's streets
safer." Katzen said during his
stay as a member of the Va.
House of Delegates, he helped
to push $1 billion during that'
years into the hands of the public school system.
He shared his goals to improve road conditions and ease
traffic congestion throughout tlie
state. Ideas included updating
the Metro system and widening
the small High Occupancy

Wilde (HOV) lanes. He even
suggested the possibility of constructing a light rail along
Interstate si tot >oinmuter and
tractor Iraik-r ma
"We don't control, we don't
rule," Katzen said. "We lead the'
peopk and the people lead us,
we realize the vision that vou
have for the Commonwealth."
The Republican candidate for
governor. Mark Harley. was
unable to attend tile Youth Rally
due to scheduling complications.
However, his voice was still
heard via Mark Obenshain.
chairman of tin' Harrisonburg
Republican Parlv. Obenshain,
aid I a member of the JMU Board
of Visitors, stressed two of
Earley's main points during this
election battle: "lowering taxes
and expanding the realm of individual
freedoms
in
the
Commonwealth of Virginia."
harley s platform also stressea the importance of education
and his goals for the state's publu school system. These elements wen' evident in one of his
campaign them.-, discussed at
the event.
Virginia
BEST
(Building ExcaUanl Studantaand
Teachers). BEST calls for reduced
.lass sizes, the recruitment of
DtW teachers, the retamment of
succesful teachers and the con-

struction of up-to-date schools
and new learning onviroments,
according to a pamphlet.
Alter the speeches concluded, free soda and pizza were
available to attendees. The
crowds sat on the lawn while
I .nidi's k.ii/t n .uul I ibenshain
mingled to the Deal of Thank
God for the USA."
I think it turned out to be a
gn'.it event," said senior Zak
Moore, chairman of the JMU
College Republicans. He said
the rally tried to fire up youth to
get involved in this election and
all realms of politics. "We'n1
hoping it's going to be a yearly
event," he said.

Candidates on court
Two Va. hopefuls
stopped in downtown
Court Square Saturday
on "2001 GOP Youth
Rally" tour.
25th District House
candidate Steve Landes
urged participation.
lay Katzen, lieutenant
governor candidate
detailed three coals of
his race: "raising standards and accountability
in public schools, lowering taxes and making
Virginia1! streets safer."

BRhMNA HAII I Y.l.itf ;rt.»„,ni)*„
Sophomore Krista D 'Amour supports Republican candidates at a rally In downtown Court Square Saturday.
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR

NEWS

invited to attend. For more information, e-mail tcutonm

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 10
f

• First JMU Sign Language Gub interest group meeting, 6:30
p.m., for more information, contact Sara al zuckena

• Phi Chi Thot.i Coed Professional Business Fraternity information session. 7 p.m., Showker 108
• Young Republicans first weekly meeting of the year, 8 p.m.,
Ta\ lor 402

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 12
• Brown Bag lecture Series, "Verdi and the Pans Opera"
by Mario Hamlet-Metz. 12:20 to 1:10 p.m., Hillcrest
• JMU Chapter of the Virginia Biotechnology
Association organizational meeting, 5 p.m., ISAT 136.
All students interested in careers in biotechnology are

POLICE LOG

In other matters, campus police report:
Possession of Marijuana
•
Michael O Portegies-Zwart. f8. of
HopeweK. was arrested and charged with possession of maniuana in the CISAT service drive
Sept. 5 at 10:38 p.m.
• Six JMU students were judkaarry referred for
the use of maniuana in the CISAT service drive
on Sept. 5 at 10:38 p.m.
Driving Under the Influence
• David A Duke, 20, ol Glen Allen, was arrested and charged with driving under the influence,
possession of a license of another and underage possession of alcohol al the intersection of
University Boulevard and Driver Drive on Sept.
7 at 1 08 a.m.
The subject allegedly left the roadway and
traveled part way up an enbankmenl

3

Time Capsule Review

3

• Ycwngr>mocrahcSodalist(Yr)S-IMU)gem'ralmeehng,8
p.m., Taylor 309, contact Aaron or Adam at 433-6411 or visit
www.jmu cdu/org^/yoiingdetmoc
TO SUBMIT A DUKE
DAY EVENT:
E-mail James of TV Breeze at davidjl with the information
(event, date, location, contact info, etc.)
Please submit by Friday for a Monday issue and Tuesday for
a Thursday IMUA

OPINION
House Editorial Commons is a
Forum for the Vocal

7

Column, Preacher Disappoint
Student

7

Controversy Over Conti
Column

7

Darts and Pats

8

Convictions Conlest Column

8

Campus Spotlight What is the most
interesting place you have ever
hooked up on campus?
9

WEATHER

BY KIM MrKi NZIE
police reporter

Thomas A. Farmer. 22. of Dumfries, was arresfed and charged with littering m the 04-tof al
UHECSepf. 5 at 12:38 p.m.
The subject, was issued a parking citation,
which the subject allegedly Ihrew on the ground
and ran over with his vehicle.

Donna Harper

Letters to the Editor
Underage Posession ol Alcohol
• A JMU student was (udcially referred and has
criminal charges pending for possession of alcohol in Ashby Hall on Sept. 7 at 3:15 am.
The studenl was reportedly suffenng from
alcohol poisoning during the incident.
• A JMU student was judKially referred for
underage possession of alcohol and unauthorized use of a university document at the ntersectkxi of University Boulevard and Driver Drive
Sept 7 at 1 08 a.m.
Suspicious Persons
• An unidentified non-student on a bike was
reportedly seen soliciting female students near
the White HaJ courtyard Sept. 6 at 1 p.m. The
subject was reportedly served a trespass notice.
The subject was a black male in his 20s. He
was reportedly wearing dark clothes.
Littering
• A JMU student was juctaaHy referred lor littering in the D4-lol at UREC Sept 4 at 9:56 p.m.
Number of tickets issued between Aug 27 and
Sept 2: 343
Number of drunk in public charges since Aug
25 16
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A Broad Experience

MTV Video Music Awards
Sunday September '0 2001
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SPORTS

CLASSIFIEDS

Women's Soccer

15

Sports Beat

15

Sports Weekly
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How to place a classified: Come to The Breeze
office weekdays between 8 am. and 5 p.m.
Cost: $3 00 for the first 10 words, $2 for each
additional 10 words: boxed classified $10 per
coumn inch
Deadlines: noon Fnday for Monday issue, noon
Tuesday for Thursday issue.
Classifieds must be paid in advance in The
B'uvze OH •

U£LC0t\£ hACU. M6 AOA&t
H£Lt> M SOUTH UI£W fflOn* tb fits,
Air .(fusions wiff be fhere for
air brush face painfing and body arf.

The Harrisonburg PoFice Deparfmenf wiff
afso be fhere fo answer tjuesfions abouf how
NOT fo gef arresfed in Marrisonburg.

Hurry on in before it's too late tc sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing! Sign
a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get FREE
local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!

The Commons
1068 N Lois Lane

i ,

"~

Stone Gate

432-0600
www.lbjlimited.com

1

South View

Office Hours
Mon-Fri 8:30 am-5:3o pm

"■»■
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"I am looking forward to new
challenges and opportunities."

KH'\!S

L A gift for the future
A JMU lime capsule, to be
opened in 50 years, will be
dedicated next week

DONNA HARPER

executive assistant to JMU
President Linwood Rose
see below

see below

Administrator named
assistant to president
BY LINDSAY MARTI

news editor
International

Japan stops short of formal apology to POWs
BY MARIA

L. LAGANGA

Los Angeles Times
SAN FRANCISCO — The foreign minister of Japan slopped
short of Issuing a formal apotoSy Saturday lo thousands of
merlcan prisoners of war for
the suffering they endured during World War II at the hands of
the Japanese.
The Japanese media had
reported a day earlier that
Foreign Minister Makiko
Tanaka planned to apologize
when she appeared at a ceremony here marking the 50th
anniversary of the San
Francisco Peace Treaty,
which officially ended the
stale of war between the
United States and Japan.
Instead, Tanaka took what
analysts and historians called
an incremental step forward in
the ongoing process of
Japanese atonement for Its
actions before and during the

deadliest war in history.
TWo have never forgotten
that Japan caused tremendous
damage and suffering to the
people of many countries during the last war." Tanaka said in
Japanese from the steage of
the War Memorial Opera
House, where the treaty was
signed half a century ago.
The war has left an incurable
scar on many people, including
former prisoners of war,
Tanaka said
In the tortured history of
Japanese apologies for
wartime aggression, scholars and historians said
Saturday, they do not
believe that tho government
ever singled out POWs.
But diction is everything, and
Tanaka's words fell short, said
Uldis Kruze. associate professor of history at the University
of San Francisco, who took part
in the three-day celebration of
see VETS, page 4

National

Employment may be chilling signal for economy
G. GOSSELIN
The Washington Post

BY PETER

WASHINGTON — It's an event
thai many Americans feared
would happen and that experts
say could knock the nation off
its delicate economic balance
and into recession.
Friday's announcement of a
sudden jump in joblessness
ends almost a year during
which the country's widely
watched unemployment rate
remained eerily low, even as
one major employer after
another ordered large layoffs.
Analysts worry the change will
rattle consumers — who have
been the economy's lifeline in
recent months — and will end
their dogged purchase of
everything from houses to
health care.
The jump from 4.5 percent in
July to 4.9 percent In August
was the biggest one-month rise
In unemployment since the
mid-1990s. "The magnitude of
the change is the big concern,"
said Terry A. Hueneke, executive vice president of Manpower
Inc., a huge Milwaukee-based
temporary staffing firm. "An
increase of this size is the sort
of thing people notice. It could
have a serious negative impact
on consumers."

There are already signs that
it was having that effect, as
new statistics show automobile
and retail sales slipped late
this summer.
To be sure, consumption cutbacks, if they occur, are unlikely
to be precipitous. After all, even
at 4.9 percent, unemployment
is still well below its historical
average. Some analysts think
the new rate was miscalulated
and will be reduced in coming
months. And conventional theory considers the jobless rate a
"lagging" indicator, which
means it tends to rise toward
the end, rather than the beginning, of economic downturns.
The interplay of economic
forces sooms to be different
this time around — edgier, with
more riding on minute-tominute swings of the stock
market; more entwined, with
events on the other side of the
world rippling into ordinary
Americans' lives almost
instantly; harder to sort out
cause and effect.
In the case of unemployment,
analysts fear the new jobless
numbers wil convince ordinary
Americans that what most have
treated as little more than a
Cause in economic growth may
s something more durable

set ECONOMIC, page 4

Economic downturn spurs cuts in spending
S. BRODER
The Washington Post

BY DAVID

The economic slump that is
causing
headaches
for
Washington policymakers is
turning Into something far more
painful in the state capitals
Governors and legislatures
from one end of the countp/ to
the other are scrambling to trim
spending and cut programs in
the face of declining revenue
A report released Friday by
| the Center on Budget and
Policy Priorities, a liberal think
tank, cited Virginia as one of a
dozen states that have resorted
I to "short-term fixes" or
j "accounting gimmicks" to gel
! through the current year. Kevin
; Carey, the lead author of the
i report, warned that "H the slow! down continues or deepens,
! more and more states" will find
: themselves in serious trouble
i Already, two-thirds of the
; states have been forced to
; reduce their revenue estimates
■ Because costs for Medicaid
;and other social services rise
• as unemployment grows, many
* of those states have also seen
;their spending climb beyond
budgeted levels.
' Last week, long after most
'legislative sessions were
'scheduled to have closed, a

number of states were struggling with problems similar to
those facing Congress, for
which the year-old economic
slowdown and recent tax
rebates have virtually wiped out
the non-Social Security surplus.
The report was highly critical
of Virginia's Republican governor. James Gilmore, for using
"budget gimmicks" to get
through the current year while
protecting his plan to phase out
the car tax. The resulting budget Impasse, the report said,
threatens the long-term financial health of the state.
"Clearty," It said, "the fiscal challenges that were not met in
2001 may continue in Virginia
for years lo come."
In Arizona, Republican Gov.
Jane Hull on Wednesday
ordered a 4 percent reduction
in the budgets of all agencies,
including those in charge of
corrections and public safety.
Painful as that may be. she
said, it will eliminate only $100
million of a $250 mllon gap in
next years budget. Hull proposed borrowing the other
$150 million to keep school
construction projects on schedule, but the Republican speaker ot the state House argued
against increasing the state's

see STATES, page 5

A longtime member of the
JMU community was appointed
to the recently vacated position
of executive assistant to JMU
President Linwood Rose.
Donna Harper leaves her
position as associate vice president for educational support in
the Division of Student Affairs
after two years to pursue "a
new opportunity to be involved
in the broader university perspective," she said.
Effective
immediately.
Harper replaces Geoffrey
Polglase, who accepted a
position as associate athletics director for development
and marketing.
Harper said in her new position she hopes to promote the
mission of JMU, "(to) facilitate
communication within the uni
versity," support services and
programs for students and
"work with students to make
their experience here at James

Madison University a most positive one."
Vice President of Student
Affairs Mark Warner said,
"Although her move will be a
great loss to the Division of
Student Affairs,
it is a very posis /

tive move for

* *

projects and meeting with different publics.
"We are greatly indebted to
Ms. Harper for all of the gifts
and talents she has shared on
behalf of the Division of
Students
Affairs
for
many years,"

S?»M£; In addition to being an X^L.
excellent admin excellent administrator, tf" c°nnect-

ed with James
istrator, she is an
Madison
outstanding
University her
teacher
and
entire life and
problem
continually
solver."
demonstrates
Warner, who
was executive
-MarkWarner **{• af,ec,,on
assistant to JMU
Vice President of Student Affairs ,or h" u"lvt:r.
President Ronald
—
~"
"" in a Sept. 6
Carrier
from
press release.
1988 to 1992, said
duties
"She is an excellent administraexecutive
assistant
tor ,ind will do an outstanding
include coordinating Centenntial
Commission and Committee job in dealing with the wide
myridd of topics that involve
assignments, serving as a liaison
the President's Office."
between the president and conA 1977 JMU graduate,
stituents, coordinating special

she is an outstanding
teacher and problem
solver.

Harper said she has worked in
student affairs for 24 years. She
holds a master of education
(1981) and educational specialist (1986) degrees from JMU.
In her position as associate
vice president for educational
support. Harper supervised
JMU's
Counseling
and
Student Development Center,
University Health Center and
Financial
Aid
and
Scholarships Office.
Harper is co-chnir of the
Community
Coalition
on
Alcohol Abuse, board member
and president of the Center for
Marriage
and
Family
Counseling and board member
and vice president of the
Community Mediation Center.
Harper said she will continue
to teach in the College Student
Personnel Administration graduate program in the psychology
department.
"I am looking forward to
new challenges and opportunities," Harper said.

JMU in convenient capsule form
Time capsule to be opened on James Madison's 300th birthday
Madison's birth. The capsule
No one knows what JMU
will be like in the year 2051 — contains items from the March
but one connecion the future
celebrations and
campus
the 2001-'02
university will have with the activities from
academic year.
present is a time capsule from
The project was coordinatthe year 2001. The capsule will
ed by the James Madison Day
be dedicated next week in
2001 Task Force, led by Clenda
honor of James Madison's 250th
Rooney, associate vice presibirthday, to be opened on his
dent for parent relations, and
100th birthday
Andy Perrine, project director
JMU President Linwood
Rose, Madison Center Director and Identity Leadership Team
Phil Bigler and members of the coordinator.
A purple 2-foot-long cylinJMU Class of 2002 will dedicate
the capsule Monday, Sept. 17, at der, about 4 inches in diameter,
it features the special 250th
3:30 p.m. in Wilson Hall.
James Madison logo in white,
Dedication of the time capused by the university during
sule is part of the Constitution
Day
opening
of
JMU's the celebration last academic
year. The capsule will be on disMadison Center. The Madison
play at Taylor Down Under
Center, currently located in
until Wednesday.
Cleveland Hall, is dedicated to
The time capsule will conpromoting "the learning of the
great events and documents of tain a letter from Rose to his
successor
in 2051, and letters
the formative era of the United
from both the 2000'01 and
States using the unique, unify2001'02 Student Government
ing perspective of the life and
Association presidents to the
works of James Madison."
according to its Web site. The 2051 SGA president. Also
Center was made possible by enclosed are a Madison Day
the Senior Class Challenge of ceremony program, a program
from the 250th birthday celethe class of 1999.
brations at Madison's historical
A
national
holdiday.
home of Montpelier, JMU's
Constitution Day celebrates the
Madison 250th commemora214th anniversary of the signing
tive poster, clippings from The
of the US. Constitution.
Breeze coverage of Madison
The time capsule project
Day and the spring 2001 issue
began with the university's
of
the university magazine.
March 2001 celebration of the
250th
anniversary
of Montpelier, which was dedicat-

Contents of the time capsule

A letter from JMU President Linwood Rose to hit
successor in 2051 and a letters from both the
2000-2001 and 2001-2002 SGA presidents to the
2051 SGA president
A Madison Day ceremony program, a program from
the 250th birthday celebration at Montpelier, JMU's
Madison 250th commemorative poster and campus
media clippings

Items from 2001-2002 campus events, including
theater tickets, programs, sports memorabilia,
2001 JMU viewbook

Other items to be added based on student input
received by Wednesday to Michelle Hite by campus
mail at Montpelier Office, MAW Suite 26, MSC
5718, or by e-mail to martinmh

ed to Madison's life and legacy.
Before the capsule is sealed,
other commemorative items
from campus events held in
2001-02 — such as theater tickets, programs, sports roemorabilu ,.nd the 2001 JMU viewbook — will be added.
The task force is currently
seeking student input on items
to be enclosed in the capsule.

Students are asked to send
their top-five suggestions for
time-capsule items — which
must fit inside a 2-foot by 4inch cylinder — along with
their name, class year and
phone number by Wednesday
to Michelle Hite by campus
mail at Montpelier Oil ice, MAW
Suite 26, MSC 5718, or by email to martinmh.

What light from yonder Wilson
Professional actors
Joshua Randall and
J.C. Long perform
William
Shakespeare's "As
You Like It' on the
Quad Thursday.
They are a part of
Shenandoan
Shakespeare
Express, an acting
troupe based out of
Staunton. As a part
of the "Blush and
Swoon Tour." this
group also performs
"Romeo and Juliet"
and "A Winter's
Tale."

SARAH HF.RZ/, imnhuii*t ,*■*•«'■'/*■'
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Vets seek reparation
MIS

fromptgt *
•

"This could have boon .in

opportunity fof the government
to go further." Kruze nid. "She
chon nol to It would have been
the ri^ht ttnw k) expand and be
more inclusive .. (This was) an
incremental BtCD of inclusion."
The lapanese look an estimated 36,000 U.S. soldiers prisoner, most of whom were forced
into slave labor for a variety of
corporations hurt by the warCMMtd tad* "f manpower, said
Elisabeth Kutledge, spokes
woman tor the organization
Justice for Veterans.
(>f those prisoners, only
21,(KX) came home and only
5/400 are still alive, Rutledge
said. Many have|oined lawsuits
wekfaw contpenwUon for the
work they wi v forced to do for
lapanese companies, such as
Mitsubishi, Mitsui, Kawasaki
and Nippon Steel.
To Lester Tenney, 81,
Tanakas words were worse

than an insult. Wearing a hat
emblazoned with the words
Survivor of Nippon and
Corregidor," and sporting his
v\,ir medals, Tennev listened
to Tanaka's speech and called
it "a travesty''
"I thought it was ludicrous,
absolutely asinine for her lo
even issue a statement," Tennev
said, his voice shaking with
emotion. Tennev had come to
Sin Irancisco from his home in
San Diego to remind AflMriOi
about the fate of the IX )W(J and
was deeply anticipating the
promised apology.
"What a travesty of justice
that that would be considered
an apology," he added.
Tenney, a member of the
192nd lank battalion, survived
the Bataan death march in the
Philippines after being taken
prisoner on April 9, 1942. He
was later trundled onto what
he describes as "a hell ship" to
Omuta, Japan, where he ihOV
eled coal for two and a half

years for a Japanese corporation. There was little food and
no medical care.
Tenney is part of litigation
.lg.iinst the corporations for
forced servitude. The former
prisoners of war want an apology from the corporations along
with restitution, payment for
the work they did for no pay
under terrible conditions.
"The one thing money does
is it makes people realize you
have value," Tenney said. "Pay
me something so I can look back
and sav I'm no longer a slave."
Tanaka echoed what is considered to be the most significant
apology made by the Japanese,
the personal regrets voiced six
years ago by then-Prime
Minister Tomiichi Murayama.
"Facing these facts of history
in a spirit of humility, I reaffirm
today our feelings of deep
remorse and heartfelt apology
expressed in Prime Minister
Murayama's statement of 1995,"
-.lit' s.jni

Economic slump might create
consumer fear of spending
ECONOMIC, from ,w^ .1

and dangerous.
"The psychology is beginning to change," said Mark A.
Zandi, chief economist of the
West Chester, Pa. WMftlch
firm Fconomy.com. "People
have been acting like the slowdown was a blip. Now, they're
starting to think this could last
for a while."
Some analysts have argued
that as job losses remain concentrated in the nation's manufacturing and high-tech sectors,
there is little danger to the economy as a whole. They took
solace from last week's employ
ment statistics, which showed
factory employers accounting
for by far the largest portion of
the nation's job losses.
"Basically what we have here
is a manufacturing recession.
There is not a lot of evidence it's
spreading," said Martin N. Baily,
who served as former President
Clinton's chief economic advisor

job prospects than employers'
own hiring plans suggest people should be.
What now worries many
analysts is a return of the kind of
anxiety that pervaded the U.S.
work force in the wake of the
early 1990s recession, when
even well-educated workers
with substantial purchasing
power feared for their jobs.
"That was a time when
white-collar workers were hit in
a way they hadn't been hit
before," said Lawrence Mishel,
vice
president
of
the
Washington-based Economic
Policy Institute. Almost a
decade of low unemployment
was needed for such fears to
dissipate, he said. *
But with the jobless rate now
climbing again, such concerns
— and with them, a reluctance
to spend — could easily return.
"It's like picking a scab,"
Mishel Mid. "It's not going to
help things."

and is now with the Institute for
International Economics, a
Washington think tank.
There are nevertheless signs
that other sectors of the job market are flagging, and that hopes
of dodging further serious trouble may be misplaced.
Over the last five months,
service employment growth has
been running at less than onetenth the monthly rate of the last
two years.
Even the computer service
industry, which had avoided
until now the problems afflicting the rest of the high-tech sector, shed jobs last month for the
first time since records have
been kept. Unemployment
among college-educated, whitecollar workers outside of the
high-tech industry appears to
be on the rise.
In addition, polls tracking
consumer attitudes suggest that
many Americans remain substantially more optimistic about

Apply to be a Representative for the James Madison UniversityDo you want to be part of an
organization that shapes our
university?- Looking to get
involved at JMU?

Applications are available in
Wilson 113 outside the
Honor Council Office
Due by Tuesday, September 11
by 2 pm

HOIKM" COOilfl

For more information contact the Honor Office at x86383 or e-mail the Vice-President at mallorwb@jmu.edu

^^^ IAVE YOUR PENNIES AT PLAN 9!

Pamper your pets at Valley Vets!
Dr. Vicky Strickland
Dr. John Daly

P.O.D. * Satellite

Small Animal • Medical Surgery
Boarding • Grooming
4^-VFTS
498 Universiry Blvd.
Across from COSTCO
Where Professionalism & Safety
Are Paramount

&

SKYDIVE
VIRGINIA!

The Skydiving School of
Choice* VA.MDADC

skydivevirginia.com

800-414-3483
^anre-smashlng -i»r4 rock aombo P.O.D. are bask with SATELLITE,
the hlghly-antlslpatad follow-up to t999'a,THE FUNDAMENTAL
ELEUENTS OP SOUTHT0WN.
Uush of the new album*a lyrical content - at turna powerful,
paaaionate, and poignant - deals with the band'a outapoken belief
In expreaalona of aplrltual adventure and affirmation. UualQally
speaking, SATELLITE flnda the SoCal-baaed quartet progressing
leapa and bounda. Throughout the record, P.O.D. Incorporate a
variety of new textures and stylaa Into their aonlc araenal,
from hip hop and 1ub reggae, to hardcore punk and heavy metal.

•excellent Safety
Record
• 75* Years
Instructional
b'xpcncncc
• Skydive Virginia
has taught more
people than any other
center in VA or MD
— there's a reason
for that

WORLD RECORD Holders on staff

FUHDC f*u Ft/fee jdflj^,.

Musk for the very young since 1989,

le^
*•*
TOMS \mfift *"*«#-*! dancel in*""**
T

pit ,

U 0 I O

(fcnvt/y KindrmmAj

cf

i matching! movement- V

flre*t-cn«!<* interaction!
tutit j. white, M.M.
Director, licensed and certified

Classes begin September 25&26

Li-J

$7,50 discount with this ad
]MU faculty references available

cf|tt

433-1563

POD. Satellite

SIAINII Braak the Cycle

UNKIN PARK

ON SALE 13 99
"Powerful, paifonatt. and
po*gntntlyrict ttntdeai
with spiritual advent urtl
end affirmation '

ON SALE 13.99
~A band that imouei the most
aggreitrve and diltonant
■oundi with moi.e airly
and beauty

Hybrid Theory

MISSY ELLIOTT Miss E

So Addictive

ON SALE 13 99
"A thousand time, more noting in every way than
moil avaryfhng m the an at the momtnt"
ThtWirt

DISTURBED The Sickness
ON SALE 13 99
a nurture of raw. gut level metal and mdut
t'laVefectronc backing a terrific debut
aibum" -AJIMjncGu.de

Plan 9, what a record
store should be!
434-9999
KROGER SHOPPING
CENTER
1790 96 E. Market Si.

West Side Barber Shop
and Styling Salon

ON SALE H 99
' built on a hard rock foundation, fli.ored with h«p hop
vocal tfylmgs. and ai melodic
ai it 11 confrontational

T

Specializing
in flat-tops,
high & tights,
and all your
styling needs.

for now a ui.d
Cite, OVD's. LPs.

collectibles,
nowaltias and
mora. log on to

the website!

WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM

$6.oo
Hair Cuts
Men & Women
7 Barbers
2 Stylists

Walk-Ins

chack out Plan 9
VHS video, music

Tuesday evening and
Wednesday morning classes
Forages...
•li/:-3i/jand parent
•34i/: and parent
•4i/i-6

Walking Distance
from JMU
Route 3 Transit Bus Stop
Located in Front of Shop

635 W Market St
Rte 33 W across from
Rockingham New Holland

442-6722

Sharon, Debbie, Danny, Crystal, Wende, Marcie,
Brenda, and Nicole formerly of the Hair Corral
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Napster, other downloaded
programs clog JMU Internet
NAPSTER, from pa$e 1

file sharing from outside the
system, Myers said. This creates five to 10 times more outbound traffic than inbound.
These types of programs
look for a fast connection to utilize when downloading files,
similiar to the one JMU offers.
This makes the JMU conncc
lion a target that can be easily
maxed out if enough people are
downloading enough files.
Simply connecting to these programs allows others access to
upload files from JMU.
"People are not aware when
they click on the server [to
download) that they are sending out 40 to 50 files every 10
seconds," Myers said. "When
people are told, they may modify their behavior."
One student set up a Web
cam in their dorm room last
year that had about 900 viewers, which ended up "bottlenecking" the entire system,
according to Myers.
Restrictions will be placed
on approximately 20 individuals that are causing excessive
traffic because it is a better decision to inconvenience a few
individuals rather then to have
the entire school affected,
Myers said. They have yet to
decide what action will be
taken to notify the students that
will be restricted, Myers said.
I le said he is talking with other
schools about how to go about
this notification.
"We don't want to be puni-

tive, but we want people to
understand that their behavior
affects the university as well as
people outside of it," Myers said.
Aaof now, these restrictions
may be limited to residence
halls since the university only
has control over their access.
Myers said the university can

-46
1 think it's a good
solution to penalize the
ones that are causing
the problem rather
than have the entire
university suffer.
— Elhan Sacks
junior

95
influence the decision of offcampus apartment complexes
to restrict access, but ultimately
the service providers will take
their own courses of action
regarding the lntM
JMU is not the only university suffering from clogged
Internet traffic. Virginia Tech
has been fully maxed out
since the first week of classes,
Myers said. This mCBIU Ihay
are using all of their available
bandwidth.
Virginia Commonwealth

University freed up to 75 percent of its connection line when
it shut down access to
Morpheus, according to Myers.
Students
had
varied
Optoonson the restrictions. "By
restricting people's access, it
frees up the system — but for
what?" junior Lauren Paradise
said. "For a lot of students,
downloading is one of the main
reasons they use their computer. I guess it depends on what
you think is more important."
Junior lithan Sacks said,
"The beginning of last year
was really slow (with the JMU
connection), but this year
seems better. I think it's a good
solution to penalize the ones
that are causing the problem
rather than have the entire university suffer."
Junior Ben Schumin said, "I
am personally somewhat surprised that JMU is targeting
individuals this early on in the
ve.ir lor restrictions on Internet
UMflC due to bandwidth. My
thought is that it's a new year,
and so unless the activities of
these individuals has already
begun to degrade the network
performance during this \e,ir.
even with the new features in
Elace, I think JMU is being a tad
asty on the issue. In my own
experience this year, ! have
noticed mat with the upgrades
and such in place [andj with
the network experiencing a
normal load that pages load
faster and files transmit faster
than this time last year."
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States deal with downturn
STATES, from we 3
bonded debt.
The think tank's report did
not cite Arizona as one of its
examples, but it cautioned that
shifting spending to later years
or resorting to other short-term
devices can multiply problems
by masking the structural
imbalances between revenue
and spending.
The report noted that surveys
done earlier in the summer by
the National Conference of State
I e^isl.irures and the National
Association of State Budget
Officers (NASBO) had found
that "in two-thirds of trie states,
revenues are below original projections." In nearly as many, 31
states, expenditures topped earlier estimates, with rising
Medicaid costs a major factor.
The kind of problems confronting Arizona and Virginia
are becoming more commonplace, according to Scott
Patterson of NASBO. Patterson
said he was part way through a
new survey of budget-makers,
and "every few days we're
adding a state to those facing
revenue shortfalls or budget
problems. It is definitely getting worse."
Because "we're coming off
an economic period where
states built up incredible surpluses, most states are not facing below-the-line deficits as
yet," Patterson said. "But there
is a growing feeling that we
have not seen the end of this."
Reports from state capitols
posted in recent days on the
Web site wum>slaU'linc.or$ give

many examples of the struggles
to cope with the deteriorating
budget outlook. The New York

legislature has remained in session far longer than scheduled
as lawm.ikers fence with
Republican Gov. George I'.itaki
over where to make needed
cuts.
In Oregon, where the pro
|ected revenue for the next twoyear period dropped $212 million in just three months, the
1 egtelftttvc Emergency Board
met on Thursday and Friday to
decide what programs to cut.
Among the first items to go was
a $2 million project to create a
statewide voter registration list,
described as necessary protection against multiple voting in a
state where all ballots are now
cast by mail.
In Iowa, the Board of
Regents next month is expected
ID r.iise Ihe tuition and fees at
the state's three public universities by 10 percent to 12 percent,
the largest increase in 20 years.
The anticipated boost is necessitated by a $40 million reduction
in the higher education appropriation. [Democratic Gov. Tom
Vilsack, who is up for re-election next year, reiterated his
opposition to higher taxes and
across-the-board spending cuts
as ways of dealing with shrinking revenue forecasts.
In Tennessee, where the legislature passed a bare-bones
budget over Republican Gov.
Don Sundquist's veto but left it
up to Sundquist to make the
spending cuts, the governor
continued last week to dole out
daily doses of bad news. Earlier,
Sundquist had ruled that a
newly built technical training
center bearing his name could
not open for classes because
there was insufficient money in

the budget for staffing it. Last
week, his announcements
included eliminating 42 jobs in
the unit responsible for fighting
forest fires and trimming funds
for boll weevil eradication.
In
Mississippi,
Joint
legislative Budget Committee
members warned the Mental
I l.-alth Department that it will
be difficult to make up the $8
million shortfall in the current
budget, let alone find the additional $51 million needed next
year to comply with federal
court orders to create community-based crisis and long-term
care centers.
In Idaho, the state's
Endowment Fund Investment
Board recommended a 15 percent cut in next year's payout to
schools because of the poor performance of its stock holdings
in the current down market.
That $7 million reduction
would come on top of the $14
million cut in state aid to the
schools ordered by the state's
Republican governor. Dirk
Kempthome, because of slowing revenue.
And in Louisiana, the chief
of staff to Republican Gov. Mike
Foster warned the Legislature
that the governor will ask for
the renewal of almost $600 million in taxes now scheduled to
expire in 2002, dashing hopes
that his budget will include a
tax cut.
Even in states such as
Connecticut and Wisconsin,
where revenue came close to or
exceeded expectations last year,
budget officials warned that the
spring and summer slump
indicated that next year will be
far tougher.

Hours
Why walk all the way across campus when you can simply stop by the
HHS building Rm. 2007 for your health concerns.

~>^M-F,12-4PM
Stop by and see us or call 568-1645

New!!!
University Health Center Nursing Satellite
A cooperative venture between the Department ot Nursing and the University Health Center

www jmu.edu/heallhctr
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starting soon!

FREE DELIVERY
JMU
PORT REPUBLIC ROAD
(W/FOOD LION)

Study for the LSAT or GRE on the JMU campus!
" RECV1209 (GRE) begins September 11 "
** LSCV1207 (LSAT) begins October 15 **

Call now to reserve your space!
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1 800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com
Test Prep, Admissions and Guidance. For life.
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Justice Department will not pursue breaking up Microsoft
BY^ JIM LANDERS

which computer retailers itive," said Ed Black, president business to prevent the sort
hope will boost sales in a of
the
Computer
& of predatory practices the
WASHINGTON — The challenging marketplace
Communications
Industry federal courts say it followed.
Justice Department signaled its
A senior Justice Department Association.
Those could
desire to quickly resolve the official with the antitrust
Last year US.
involve uniantitrust
lawsuit
against division,
speaking
to District
Court
versal pricMicrosoft Corp. on Thursday by reporters on condition of Judge Thomas
ing for all
dropping threats to dismember anonymity, said the govern- Penfield Jackson
Microsoft
the company and to retry other ment wanted a "prompt, ruled Microsoft
customers
aspects of its case.
effective remedy as quickly used illegal busiproducts.
Some analysts saw the as possible ... We're hopeful ness practices to
or a ban on
unusual public announcement we can bring the Microsoft keep control of
adverse
as a settlement
case to a resolu- more than 90 perpractices
offer
from
tion in all of our cent of computer
d irected
the Bush
lifetimes."
operating
sysagainst
adminisThe official tems. He ordered
competitors
tration and
did not give a
corporate
such
as
the
18
details
of breakup.
exclusive
remaining
remedies the
A U.S. Court of
contracting.
states that
government Appeals
upheld
Consumers can
joined
might seek.
Jackson's finding of illeexpect
to see the
with the
Microsoft had gal monopoly practices coHwn Momaigut p**o ne*' generation
federal
little to say in in June, but overturned
of
Windows
governresponse "We the breakup order and dis- operating software, Windows
ment
in
are committed qualified the judge for talking XP, on store shelves next month.
1998 to sue
to resolving with the press.
Coincidentally, the company
Microsoft.
the remaining
Microsoft has appealed offered consumers advance
The
states
issues in this the verdict to the U.S. orders for XP Thursday.
quickly issued
case,"
company
Critics of the new operating
a joint statement
Jim
Colleen Monisontfilf phuto spokesman
system say it ties consumers
46concurring with
Desler said.
to other Microsoft products,
the Justice Department's move.
Microsoft's competitors
Microsoft put their bets such as Windows Media
"It's an important announce- reacted by accusing the Bush
Player, at the expense of comon this horse, and now peting
ment the department didn't administration of surrendersoftware makers
need to make, so to a significant ing advantage to the compaBut the U.S. Court of
it is time to collect
extent it is a signal that they ny by abandoning the
Appeals ruled in June that the
want a settlement." said breakup threat.
their winnings.
government had failed to prove
Nicholas Economides, an eco"The
only
difference
an antitrust allegation against
nomics professor at New York between now and when the
— Scott Harshbarger Microsoft for bundling
University's Leonard Stem Department of Justice originally
Common Caust president Microsoft's Internet browser
School of Business.
concluded a breakup order was
software with its operating sysThe announcement is also necessary and appropriate is
tems. It ordered a retrial of the
expected to clear the way for that Microsoft's market share
allegation, but the Justice
Microsoft to release the latest has ballooned, their monopoly Supreme Court. Unless it pre- Department abandoned that
version of its operating sys- strengthened, and their prac- vails there, the company effort Thursday.
tem software, Windows XP, tices are even more anti-compet- faces mandated changes in its
Anthony Sabino, an associKnight Ridder
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"I WANT THE CUP!!!"
$

$
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ate law professor at St. John's
"For the Department of
University's Peter J. Tobin Justice to seek an injunction
College of Business in New against XP, it would have lots
York, said the Bush administra- of negative reaction, and not
tion was giving the economy "a just from Microsoft," he said.
shot in the arm" with the
"This is the hope of the
Microsoft announcement.
computer industry for a
"It's a conciliatory gesture recovery," he said.
to Microsoft allowing it to
Others found political
send out Windows XP," he motive
in
the
Justice
said. "XP is already in the Department's
announcehands of PC makers, it will be ment. Common Cause, a pubcoming out in the stores in lic interest group critical of
mid-October. Looking at the campaign finance practices,
precipice of recession that suggested Microsoft had
we're on, the Bush adminis- bought a verdict by contration has pulled back from tributing more than $1 mila case where it had little lion to Republican causes in
merit, and at the same time is the 2000 election cycle.
giving
the
"Microsoft put
economy a
their bets on
shot in the
this
horse,
arm."
and now it is
In any
time to collect
case,^tect|their
winn o I o g y
n I n g s ,
stocks fell
Common
sharply
Cause presiThursday.
dent
Scott
Shares
of
Harshbarger
Microsoft
said.
fell $1.72 to
Sabino
close
at
called
that
$56.02.
allegation
The senior
"nonsense," and
official at the
said the Justice
Justice Department
Department had
said the governCOIICCT ManMfiUphao little choice but to
ment had no plans
drop the breakup
to seek an injunction against remedy in the face of the June
Microsoft's release of XP.
appeals court ruling.
Economides noted the
The
senior
Justice
Justice Department tried to Department official said remewin such an injunction to dies for Microsoft's anti-comblock the release of Windows petitive behavior would apply
'95 without success.
to any new products.

JMU's Fourth Annual International Week

$

GET THE CUP,
GET THE CASH

presents...

Don't get it? Check out:

MCHONEJEWLERY.COM

J»MH jftcHofi

International
Extravaganza!

You're Not Alone..
A Sexual Assault Survivors Support Group
is forming now

Come see performances by various cultural groups
while enjoying a catered Indian buffet!

Starts September 26th at 7-8:30pm and meets every
Wednesday. If you are Interested in joining, please
contact Jill at rupperja@jmu.edu or 568-2319.
Sponsored by The Office of Sexual Assault and
Substance Abuse Prevention.

A safe, confidential
environment

Friday
September 28
PC Ballroom
6 p.m.

www.jmiLedu/sassault

IMU STUDENT DISCOUNT

Food catered by Aramark and Harrisonburg's
Bombay Bistro and Tavern. Live international
music, dances, and more!!

Let Us Custom Fit Bring In This fid With You
You With The He 1 find Get 10% Off Your Next
Pair
Of Shots!
Of Our Treadmill
Hull k Girt By 9/30/01
THE
&»!»•£{£>

Limited seating! Purchase your tickets early!
(This event was sold out in advance last year!!)
$10, $5 TOR JMU 1TBDENTI

82 South Main St
Harnsonburg, va 22801

The Burg's Largest Selection
of Running Shoes

Ticket! can be purchased at the
CMISS office, Warren 245, or at
any major International Week
event!

433.6323
Hours: Mon-Fn 10-5 30. Sat 1CM. Sun Cksod

We Specialize In Putting You In the Right Shoe

Phone: 688-6636
JM,!-, 4lh
Email: mullicullural@jmu.edu
Web: www.jmu.edu/intemational/iweek2001
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WEEKLY CHALLENGE!
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All Breeze readers are
invited to submit writing on the topic of
"university diversity"
to nowlintd.
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EDITORIAL

Commons is a forum for the vocal
JMU sophomore Caroline
Conti wrote in Thursday's
issue of /'ic Bring about her
encounter with a street
Ereacher on the commons
ist Tuesday, saying that she
stopped to listen but was
mostlv appalled by the
preacher's message and his
audacity. Likewise, many
students were offended by a
Ereacher on the commons
pi April whose accusations
.if sin and heathenism made
many question his right to
•.pc.ik there.
So whose space is it?
According to the JMU 21)011)2 Student Handbook, "The
area is designated as a student activity space and is
iiMii for a variety of cultural,
educational, recreational and
organizational programs of
interest to the general campus.'' The definition continues "due to the high amount
of pedestrial traffic through
the area and its proximity to
academic and service facilities, special consideration
and approval are requia-d
for use of the space."
A flawed definition, this
description calls the com-
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ROBERT STROHM

junior, history
see story, page 8

Conti, I'm really sorry that
you've decided to judge
the whole bunch of
Christians based on the actions
of a few who claim to be
Christian. I'm sorry that you
sock for a tolerant religion when
you yourself seem to be intolerant of Christianity simply
because Christians take their
convictions seriously. I don't
have the time or space to
respond to your every argument, but I would like to
explain a few basic things about
Christianity which you may
have missed in all the "The
Bible says ..." lectures you've
experienced. I'm not going to
try to prove the existence or
lack of existence of God — I
don't think it is empirically possible to do such a thing Finally,

WWRftiQMffl?

Attt H I
i bti,,)(,n editor
Stytt editor
FOOtt editor

"... it seems Conti is troubled most with the reverence in which Christians
hold the Bible ..."

!ontroversy over
Conti column
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STE GRAINER
THE GEEK SAVANT

They chained
D-Vmll.

Walking through the commons, students aa- confronted daily by eager community
service groups, student aoveminent candidates, Greek
organizations advertising
recruitment possibilities .mil
more. Like the Romans'
Colleseum in the rimes ol
Caesar, this is our forum, our
one place on campus set
aside for students to register
their cause and demonstrate
their dedication. It is
where we hold Student
Organization Night so we
can pick and choose from a
wealth of activities, when'
we listen and share .it Like
Back the Night and other
eye-opening
educational
activates. It s where we eat
lunch, mingle with friends
and listen to musk
But what happens when
that space we call our own la
utilized by outside sources
who don't necessarii) tupport our ways or present
ideas that offend us? W'r
:x'gin to wonder who la in
charge of this campus -p.i, .and ask: Can |iist anyone
show up and preach about
whatever they want to?
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mons a student activity ent people and variety of
space, yet many times those opinions they bring allows
who cause the most distaste people on this campus to
in our mouths are visitors make decisions for themto campus, and in Conti's selves about their own
case,
sharp- tongued beliefs, and that is the true
Christians who come nere embodiment of what an
looking for a pulpit upon open forum should be.
If every organization
which to make claims about
the moral righteousness of qualifies as "of interest" to
the general campus, then
theJMU population.
Further, in stating that where does this needed
happenings on the com- approval come in and who
mons are designated for gets turned away?
It seems easy to disquali"programs of interest to the
general campus," determin- Si visitors first, as the stuent forum should be used
ing what is of interest
becomes a gray area. While by students. Then it seems
some are content to hear easy to send away those
about any and every organi- whose messages may be
zation on campus and cause for offense, completely
their
First
couldn't care less who ignoring
speaks there, others may be Amendment rights
The handbook's "Right
highly offended by the causExpression"
entry
es ol any number of campus of
organizations. And if that makes way for the presergeneral interest were truly vation of student's privitaken into consideration, it is leges of "conscience, affilidoubtful that many would ation and peaceful assembe interested in the words of bly ... providing for the
these religious zealots who safety and protection of
seem to upset and anger members of ihe university
more than speak of what community." We owe thai
same right to all who step
most Christians embrace.
But listening to the differ- upon this campus.

DAVE

H. KIM

I'd iik«- to pnffxc Drift by M) lng
that the following is what I
believe and may not represent
the beliefs of every Christian
you meet. I may state some of
the following as facts; I do so to
save space in writing and
because to me, they are facts.
First of all, I believe that God
created people to have a relationship with him. He wants to
be our friend and helper.
Because he wants to help us, he
gave us certain restrictions.
These restrictions are not meant
to ruin our fun, but instead, like
parental restrictions, are meant
to protect us from the consequences of disobeying them.
Thus "you shall not commit
adultery" doesn't mean "you
shall never have enjoyable sex."
Instead, it is meant to protect us
from the obvious consequences
of sexually transmitted diseases, unwanted pregnancies
and the emotional scarring that
can result from having multiple
partners (jealousy, comparison,
distrust, etc.). So, to reiterate,
God provided restrictions by
which he meant to protect us
from consequences.
Secondly, people disobeyed
these restrictions. We suffer the
consequences every day. You
can see the results all over the
world. People are killed every
day, people transmit and
receive STDs every day and
people are robbed every day.
Because of our disobedience,
God cannot allow us to be in a
relationship with him. If he
were to accept us as lawbreakers, it would taint his nature |iisl
fj it would taint a president's
reputation to be seen with
thieves and murderers Thus,
not only do we suffer the phys-

ical, emotional and other consequences from disobeying the
laws that God gave us, we also
suffer the spiritual consequence
of no longer being able to live in
a relationship with God.
Thirdly, God still wants to
be in relationships with us The
only way for that to happen
would be one of two ways: he
give up his nature and live like
us, or our record of lawbreaking be paid for; in other words,
the punishment for our disobedience be performed.
Luckily, God did both. I
believe that the man ]esus was
also God; he was both human
and deity. He actually lived on
this planet 2,000 years ago and
did what was recorded in the
four Gospels of the Bible. At the
end of nis life, he willingly
endured torture, imprisonment, punishment and death.
I le did this so that the crimes I
have committed might be paid
for and the life he lived in perfect obedience might be attributed to me in God's eyes.
Because of Jesus' life on earth,
God understands our temptations and weakness. But
because of Jesus' death, God
sees us as he sees himself, perfectly good. The only necessary
requirement for this to occur is
that we must believe that it is
true and accept it. Personally, I
feel that this is not an overly
exacting requirement.
Now, you may see where
this is heading If all of
the above is actually
true, those people that believe
and accept this amazing second
chance would certainly be excited, don't you think? Would it be
an exaggeration to expect them
to tell their friends and family
and everyone they knew? I
mean, if you were diagnosed
with cancer and then given a
perfect and free cure, would
you go home and never tell
another person?
In conclusion, I'd jusl like to
say that I don't know the guy
that preached on the commons.
I've never seen him, so I don't
know what he believes or
5'reaches. But I think that you'll
ind a lot of Christians more
tolerant than you classified us; I
might not agree with homosexuality, but I'm no better than
any Homosexual as far as obedience to God's law. Please
don't consider me close-minded simply because I'm excited
about the second chance I've
been given for a relationship
with God.
Ste Grainer is a senior
SMAI) major ami senior writer.

BREEZE READER'S VIEW

Column, preacher disappoint student
Tsk, tsk, tsk . .what a
shame. That was my
response as I read the
article written by Caroline
Conti in the last issue of The
Breeze. The article mentions a
"preacher" pointing his finger
at passers-by and talking about
the inevitable doom of hell for
all sinners Apparently, the
agnostic writer was offended
by this man's attempt to copy
Jonathan Edwards of the Great
Awakening. All I could do was
shake my head and make that
tsk' noise, just like my Dad
used to make when he disapproved of something. My disappointment is directed at not
lusi the man with the coldhearted accusations and message of doom — although he
receives the greater bulk of it
— but also at the writer of that
article.
I irst.
the
preacher
Although I saw and heard the
man as I walked passed, I didn't stick around to listen
because I knew I wasn't going
to like what he had to say.
Pointing his finger with an
■CCUlilU lone and shouting,
'Repent or go to hell!" is not
my idea of fun, education or
anything that I want to be a
part of. Don't get me wrong, I
do believe in the Bible. So why
am 1 so disappointed with the
Jonathan Iclwards-wanna-be?
Because, whether he wants to
admit it or not, he seems to
a.complish just the opposite
(turn people away) of what he

really should do (have people
hear the story of Christ). II he'8
a legitimate Christian, then he
should want people to hear the
story of Christ -.. not shun it. If
I could give a piece of advice to
the preacher, it would go something like this:

nates, not all Christians are blatant or offensive. It's only
human nature that some will
be bad apples, and to pass
judgment on a whole group of
people based on a few would
be wrong. There are too many
ministers, missionaries and
plain old church folk who are
Dear Mr Preacher
genuinely kind, gentle and
My philosophy says a generous I think it's only fair
i hrtstian should strive to be to investigate more thoroughly
Christ-like. This encompasses and objectively before deciding
emulating Christ in action, that all Christians are like this
speech and thought (no easy one man.
task there). So when you are
In her column, Conti also
constantly kind to others, the wrote in reference to the Bible,
things you say are uplifting "Times have changed. People
and your attitude is always have changed, and it's for the
looking at the brighter side of better," as if to say that the
things, then perhaps people Bible or spirituality in general
will naturally flock to you to is a fashion fad. Change is
befriend you and become curi- good when something is unjust
ous about why you're such a or when something can be
cool guy. Then, and only then, tixed or made better That's not
will you have the perfect to sav, however, that all change
opportunity to share about is good. What if something is
Christ to friends and not already true? Or flawless?
strangers. Not only will you be Changing it can only make
fit to share about Christ, you things less true or less perfect. I
will also be that much more think the delivery of the meseffective. The only thing you're sage is what needs to be
doing now is making all changed, not necessarily the
COnteU Of the message. I hope
*. hristians look bnd
we can all be objective, rational
and open minded about everyAs for the offended, 1 sug
gt*st that she not stereo- thing, including the decision-,
type all Christians to be we make about our spirituality
like this man Just as not all I onti suggested thai we Inopen to diversity and to "hav
Asian Americans speak I tor
eign language1, not all Africa n- ing your own mind." I agree;
Amaricani lova rap music and let it also extend tc Christians
not .ill politicians have roman- and Christianity. Christians are
tic affairs with their subordi- also part of that "..wonder

and beauty in the different
people around..." that she
wrote of.
The last thing I want is for
non-Christians to think of
me as one of those brainwashed religious freaks who
hates gays, minorities (look at
my last name), liberals and
whoever else. I'm not like that.
I do, however, believe in
morals and ethics (right and
wrong). I believe that a consensus Opinion can be wrong
sometimes, like slavery ana
segregation. I believe America
is ihe best place to live because
of the diversity of the people.
After all, most of us aren't
native to America. And most
importantly, I believe we
should strive to live like Christ.
If you don't know much about
how he really is, then you'll
just have to read about him.
I hope those who are
offended understand that not
all Christians are like the
preacher I hope they understand that most of us strongly
disapprove and are bothered
by tnese events. What ■ shame
someone is doing something
out there to make people want
to turn off Christianity before
they even give it a fair shot.
What a shame that he may be
the first and last impression of
I. hnstiamtv tor some people.
What a shame this someone
claims to be a Christian What
a shame ... tsk, tsk, tsk
Dave Kim is a funiot political
fCROfCV major.
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ROBERT STROHM BREEZE READER'S VIEW

Convictions contest column
11 greatly troubled to read
the article by Caroline Conti in
last Thursday's edition of The
Breeze. As a Christian, though
admittedly a
thoroughly
imperfect one, I feel that it is
my duty to try to set the record
straight as best 1 can. Since it
seems Conti is troubled most
with the reverence in which
Christians hold the Bible and
with the idea of hell, I seek to
illuminate these two matters.
The primary
problem
when speaking about hell has
much to do with how our society views religion. To many, it
seems, religion is not a search
for an ultimate and everlasting
truth, but merely a search for a
god that approves of anything
you want to do. Christianity is
not such a religion. Christians
believe that Christianity is the
truth, that all that stuff that the
Bible says about )esus and salvation really happened, and is
happening still, and that the
Bible in general is God's own
word, given by the Lord to
light the path of man, which is
why we so often cite it.
But I digress; the point is
most people nowadays seem
to think that since people
invent all religions, then
unless your religion is just all
beer and Skittles for everyone,
you must be a dreadful and
vindictive person. They seem
to think that Christians just sit
around taking comfort in the
idea that everyone who disagrees with them is going to
hell. Nothing could be further
from the truth To explain why,
I will discuss the matter of sin.
Today Christians believe
that sin is a result of the

human race's arrogance, that
when we sin it is because we
are rebelling against God and
trying to set ourselves up as
our own little gods in his
place. The just reward for such
rebellion, therefore, is eternal
separation from God's kingdom — in a word, hell. The
only
thing
that
keeps
Christians from this fate is that
we acknowledge our own sin
and repent before God. Christ
(the only fellow ever to live a
perfect life) then forgives us
and we are saved from damnation. I would like to tell you
how the mechanics of this
work, but all the best guesses
in Christendom are but conjecture. The important thing to
remember is that this works
and, through repentance, salvation is assurea
Now here is where that
whole "Love thy neighbor"
matter comes into play, for to
love someone is not to let him
merrily go to his own destruction, but rather it is to do what
one can to secure his wellbeing. It would be very mean
of a doctor to tell a man that
he has cancer, unless of course
the man is truly ill. For to be
told that one nas a possibly
fatal disease is surely not
Eleasant, but if the man is to
e treated, and eventually
cured, he must be told.
Likewise, nobody likes to be
told that hell awaits them if
they do not change, but
Christians say this because
we'd really like to see as many
people as possible be saved.
But people cannot be saved
unless tney first repent, and
they cannot see the need for

repentance if they have not
seen that they are sinful.
We Christians speak of
hell then, not because we
hate all other people, but
rather because we are concerned with what eternity
holds for them. If being told
about hell makes your conscience weigh heavily upon
you, then, although it is not a
pleasant feeling, it is a good
one in that it may ultimately
brine you to salvation.
We believe these things
because they are in the Bible,
and though it was written centuries agp, we feel that since
God does not change and people are still fundamentally the
same as they have been since
history began, the Bible will
not be going out of date any
time soon. We also believe as
we do, however, because, as
Christians, each one of us has
been changed by the Holy
Spirit of God. I cannot explain
this without explaining faith,
and that is a matter beyond
simple explanation.
I did not see the man
preaching on the commons,
though from what I heard he
does not sound like a particularly Christian individual, but
it is not my place to judge him.
I do not doubt that he shall in
due time be called to stand
before his Creator for judgement, and what the verdict
shall be is a matter between
him and the Almighty.
Conti, I ask only that you
not think Christians as evil people, and if we must be fools,
then let us be fools for Christ.
Robert Strohm is a junior history major

Open to
JMU
students,
faculty,
and staff!

Darts

Darts & Pals are submitted anonymously
ami printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions are based upon one person s
opinion of a given situation, person or event
and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Pats

E-mail darts and pats to brcczcdp® hotmail.com

Dart...

Pat...
A "way-to-help-us-rock" pat to the professor who generously offered two John
Mellencamp tickets to his concert-seeking
students.
Sent m by ftm students who think its awesome to have the opportunity to jam to good-old
American rock V roll.

A "return-my-sruff" dart to the creep
who decided to let himself into my apartment and help himself to my 250-plus CD
collection.
Sent in my a now musk-less junior who
uvuld have been much more content with making you a mix tape if only you had asked.

Pat...

Dart...
A "wash-your-feet" dart to the guy in
my business class who stunk up the whole
room with his foot fungus.
From a fellow student who could not even
breath in class and hopes you invest in OdorEaters very soon.

A "thanks-for-saving-me" pat to the cute
guy in the dark blue car who kept me from
having to walk through campus in the rain
last week.
Sent in by an otherwise soaking girl who
appreciates your generosity.

Dart..

Pat...
A"way-to-stay-composed-and-do-agood-show" pat to the midnight WXJM
deejay who didn't hang up on us immediately after we called and pretended to
be Stephen Hawking requesting some
hip-hop.
Sent in bt/ some late-night listeners wlio think
taking a joke greatly improves your on-air image.

A "way-to-drink-and-drive" dart to the
drunk girl who hit the curb with her car at
Madison Manor, resulting in two blown-out
tires Monday night.
From a junior who hopes you only did damage to your car and not anyone else.

Fourth Annual World Cup
James Madison University

International Photo
Contest!!
Contest Rules:
•Entries cannot be larger than
4"x6"
•Entries can be b&w or color on
photo paper
•Photo must have been taken in a
country other than the USA!
•No more than three entries per
person
•Entries must be received by the
CMISS office (Warren 245) by 4
p.m. on Thursday, September 20!

Share your overseas photos
for a chance to win!
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Winning entries will be on display
in Carrier Library during JMU's
annual International Week and the
week following (Sept. 22-0ct. 5)!

For complete details, visit the photo contest website at
www.jmu.edu/internatlonal/iweek2001/photocontest/

The JMU World Cup is here again!!! Soccer players from around
the world are joined together to compete for this year's title.
A total of 8 teams are represented by Asia, Africa, Europe,
South America, North America, Faculty/Staff, Eastern Mennonite
University and Bridgewater College.
The winning team's picture will be displayed in
UREC for the entire school year.
If you are interested in participating, please come and sign up at
the CMISS office, Warren 245 or by e-mail no later than Friday,
September 14,2001
Remember, you must choose a team to represent
when you sign up

Should you have any questions, please contact Felix Wang at:
540-568-6636 or email: wangch@jmu.edu
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LETIERSTO
THE EDITOR
Student responds to
house editorial
To the Editor
I'm writing in response to
the Sept. 6 house editorial. As a
computer science major specializing in network and information security. I was angered and
wanted to set a few things
straight. The first thing I
thought I'd do is remind people
that the huge new building on
the east side of campus is largely not for CS or ISAT students.
it's for the health-sciences related majors (hence the name
health and human services).
The editorial also mentioned that art students, for
example, have to buy their own
supplies. Well surprise, surprise, we technical majors need
to buy supplies, too. They're
called computers and software,
and I can guarantee you that
my computer and software
costs just as much, if not more,
than the art supplies that art
majors need to buy. If you
think that they provide all we
need, just stop in one of our
labs, take a look at the ancient
equipment provided and you
will see why we need to invest
in our own computers.
Yes, Gen-Ed classes have
been overcrowded, but so have
the CS classes. CS has taken
steps to restrict the amount of
students that can continue in
the program largely because
we don't have enough professors. I'm sure most teachers at
JMU are here because they
want to be here, but it takes a
real dedication for our CS professors to stay here when they
can easily get paid twice as
much or more elsewhere in
industry. We need this money
to pay them somewhere near
what they are worth, and to
provide incentives like the
opportunity to do research to
get them here in the first place.
I have a cousin attending
JMU who is one of the many
needy students over in Duke
Hall, so I am not blind to others

needs. However, it all boils
down to the fact that the
money goes to the flagship programs that generate the most
revenue and attention (much
like how football gets more
money and attention than the
tennis team). It may not be
entirely fair, but that's the way
the real world works.
Much of that money is coming from corporate sponsors
like IBM who want to keep
their industries alive and flourishing, and giving pencils to art
majors just isn't going to keep
them in business. Educating
young professionals who will
work to keep Virginia and
America at the forefront of the
technology industry is their
goal. These same young professionals start new businesses
that provide many high-paying
jobs for Virginia residents
(which is why the governor is
so interested).
Can you say that extra
funding for the more traditional majors will help provide as
many jobs for this state's residents? Grants like this fund
research that ensures our personal information and privacy
are safe, and provides a great
service not only to JMU students, but also to people in
Virginia, America and all
around the globe. Show the
IBMs of the world that the traditional majors at JMU can provide a service for them that
can't be found anywhere else,
and you'll have your funding.
Matt Van Mater
senior, computer
science

A student response to
Conti column
To the Editor.
In response to Caroline
Conti's Sept. 6 column, I can
understand and even sympathize with how she and other
non-believers might get the
wrong
idea
about
Christianity. I want to set the
record straight that the
"gospel," presented was not
the true Gospel. As a believer
in Christ, I do not set myself
above anyone else, and I
struggle with the same daily
temptations as everyone on
campus. 1 sin just as much as
anyone else, and I'm therefore subject to eternal damna-

tion. However, God loves me
and the rest of humanity so
much that he died on the
cross to bring eternal life to
those who believe.
I know that many have
heard this before. But to those
who have not heard it or to
those who heard the man on
the commons the other day,
Jesus loves all of us. In fact,
Jesus hung out with and
dined with prostitutes, tax
collectors and thieves. The
point is that Jesus has compassion on all of us; that is the
reason he died for us and that
is the reason why he wants to
have a personal relationship
with us. 1 am not trying to
force my beliefs on other people. If no one wants to hear
what I have to say, that is fine
I will not think any different
of you. While God forbids
premarital sex and drunkenness, it is not our place to
judge. God is the one who
judges. However, that still
does not mean that he loves
you any less.
I understand and sympathize with you. I just wanted
to say that God treats all people the same. As I mentioned
earlier, he hung out with prostitutes and tax collectors and
the "unclean" such as lepers
and the blind, he also hung
around with his disciples, he
engaged everyday in conversations with everybody. Jesus
hung around women as well
and Mary, his mother, was
considered one of his greatest
followers. In fact, Mary
Magdalene, another Mary,
was a former prostitute,
repented and also became one
of his greatest followers. I
agree that you do not show
love and compassion to some*
one by calling them "whores"
or "fags" or any sort of
derogatory name. The best
way to show love to them is to
listen to them and share
God's love with them I personally do not agree with
homosexuality and premarital sex, etc., but I will show
the same love and compassion that God shows to me
and others, and that love will
hopefully make a big change
or impact in their lives.
Dale Cundiff
senior, business
management
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Topic: Where is the
most interesting
place you've hookedup on campus?

LABDZ/Jcontribuiing phoiographrr

"The hot tub in
UREC."

"On my roommate's
bed when he was out
of town."

Adolfo Pickmans
sophomore, marketing

Jimmy Cuniglio
sophomore, undeclared

0

n

"The stadium."

"Auditorium
Godwin."

Pierre Fults
senior, CS

Whitney Chesbro
sophomore, health sciences

"On the Weaver
IHalll staircase."

"On the bridge of
the arboretum."

Rich Spatoia
sophomore, history

Paul Marsilio
sophomore, finance

•••
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Semester

Year
$10

Medium

$5
$10

Large

$15

$20

Small

Cash or Check!

confidence, pride,

[grit

$15

and plenty of time
to shower before calculus.
In Army ROIC, you'll pi to do some prelty challenging riufl
Stuff lhat builds character and discipline Not to mention
muscles You'll also learn how to think on your feet and be
a good leader. Talk to you Army ROTC aoVisw to imd out
more. And get ready lo sweat a little.

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take

Come to Taylor 102
to get your locker today!

i

in

See what we have for you!
Contact MAJ Love at 568-3633

International Week Is Coming
September 22-29
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HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday — Travel is possible this year, but timing is important. First, take care
of an obligation you've been worried about. Then, go and have a wonderful adventure.
Do some business while you're there Turn a profit. A contact with an older, more
experienced person is quite valuable, too. Then, it's back to work again. You'll know
when to do what. It'll be obvious.
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
M* Today is a 6 - Avoid a potentially
^^^* upsetting situation by steering
^^W <"'ear of financial discussions. The
person you'd like to convince
isn't apt to agree with you, or the other
way around.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^^ i Today is a 7 - If there's a project
4Bwuul were going to tackle this
ttW weekend, schedule it for tomorrow. You're not in the mood to
take orders. A drive in the country with
someone vou love is a better idea for
today.

Libra (Sept 23-Oct. 23)
T
Toe
Today is a 6 - Continue to be
Im, cool and collected. It's been
id that if you keep your head
while those about you are losing
theirs, vou may not fully understand the
situation. Actually, that tactic works quite
well for you.
Scorpio (OcL 24-Nov. 21)
y y Today is a 6 - A domestic matter
could spark a spirited discussion.
Unfortunately, your adversary has
a slight advantage, and he or she
is as stubborn as you are. Save your energy for a battle you can win.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.2D
- s. Today is a 6 - It looks as if a do-itj^m? yourself project could turn out to
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
^^^b be more trouble than it's worth. If
Today is a 6 - Don'l make
k
the instruction manual is written
romantic decisions based on (he
in geek, get someone who speaks that
past. Use your experience, but
ftfc' not to hide behind. You're sup- language to help. Or, ditch the kit and
posed to have learned something, but the get one that comes already built.
lesson certainly wasn't to never love
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
wholeheartedly again.
^,
Today is a 7 - Get together with
"ff^ , loved ones as early as possible,
63 Cancer (June 22-July 22)
r^Rft in a way that helps keep expensf?*n Tod*y ls a 7" Heed a warning
es down. No need to spend
from a trusted associate. Be
money on things you don't really need.
objective, though. This person may be in
a tougher spot than you are. You can find
a way around a problem that has your
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
friend blocked.
R Today is a 6 - Sometimes things
work on the first test flight, and
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
sometimes it takes a few tries.
Don't lose heart. The puzzle is
_ ^. Today is a 6 - An older person is
more likely to fit together tomorrow,
^^^/ eager to tell you how to manage
after
vou
find all the pieces.
^^^\ vmir money Don't avoid this person. Ask. The information you
get may be worth more than its weight in Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
*^
Today is a 7 - Someone else's
gold.
tK Iki problem could work to your ben
^a» efit. All you have to do is provide
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
the service that's required. Just do
* ^g Today is a 7 - If you're traveling
your job, and you'll be greatly appreciatVWI schedule your trip around peak
ed by a person who's having more trou^gp traffic times, li could make .i big
ble than you are.
^^^ difference.
—Tribune Media Services
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ACROSS
Back talk
Hurl
Prophetic sign
Bird's crop
Adolescent
years
Miles of
Hollywood
Dynamic starter?
Page of song
Merit
Letter holder
Set in operation
Spanish article
Fashionably
Colorado ski
resort
TV producer
Leonard
Light gas
Coined money
Needlefish
Long-time
seafarer
More blunt
Follies man
Ziegfeld
Printer fluid
Sporty Toyotas
Regrets bitterly
Small craft
operator
Lightweight
wood
Most clever
Butter serving
Throngs
Abstain from in
protest
Field measure
Long-tailed
parrot
Whisker
Flightless bird
Cognizant
Sicilian volcano
Gloomy aura
More recent
People in
general
DOWN
Swindle
Region
New Delhi wrap
Puffed up
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SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUES PUZZLE:

5 Proofreader's
catches
6 Act of deception
7 Furrow
8 Ex-Giant Mel
9 Harmless fibs
10 Carry to excess
11 Significant
12 Swashbuckler
Flynn
13 Child's caregiver
21
voyage!
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For that reason
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Penn or Young
Patronage
funding
Involuntary
contractions
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41 Toothed wheel
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KEYED BEDROOM ENTRY

SPACIOUS KITCHENS

MODERN APPLIANCES

I CEILING FANS
FULLY FURNISHED

G

OLYMPIC-SIZE POOL
POOL TABLES
24-HR. BUSINESS CENTER

24-HR. FITNESS FACILITY

ULTRA-MODERN THEATER SYSTEM

442-4800
& leave typical student housing
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Tyrone of film
Naked
Solemn promise
Fork prong
Busboy's carrier
Wonderment
Crow's call

WELCOME BACK..
4 BEDR00MS/4 HUGE BATHROOMS
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.^Btory by contributing writer Matthew Brancato
Graphics by senior artist Cindy Tinker

Qie student's enriching ©qperiarce living
and working abroad
So, who knows anything about
Belgium? Aside from its reputation
for chocolate and waffles. I knew
about as much as the next person.
However, after having interned in
Belgium for the summer, 1 now realize
how much it has to offer and what a great
place it is to live.
Brussels is the political capital of
Europe, making it an ideal location for an
internship abroad. In addition, the capital
is a short train nde from trance, England,
Germany and the Netherlands, making it
ideal for travelers.
During visits to |MU before I was a
freshman, my tour guide's friend was
the first person to introduce me to the
idea of studying abroad, especially
doing an international internship. As he
told me about how enriching he expected the experience to be, my interest
peaked. It wasn't until the study abroad
fair during freshman year, however, that
I learned how many incredible internships wen* actually available and how
easy it was to Apply
I began seriously considering which
internship best suited my desires as the
application deadline approached during
fall of mv sophomore year. This was facilitated by speaking with Judy Cohen,
director of the International Internship
Program and also by reading a packet
about the Study Abnwd Program I got

from Hillcrest House
My criteria of needing some monetary
compensation (which is rare for international internships) and wanting to be in a
French-speaking country quickly narrowed me down to two options. Both
were located in Brussels, Belgium. The
first with a law firm and the second with
the European Union Committee of tlie
American Chamber of Commerce. As I
am a business major, the latter was the
clear choice. After a competitive interview
process, conducted half in French, and
much agonizing waiting, I finally received
the acceptance letter and was ecstatic I
was going to Brussels for 12 weeks ot lite
in the working world!
For me, the 'getting uwd to Hi Ing
abroad" came in January when I
arrived in Paris to participate in JMU's
Study Abroad Program. As a result, I
was somewhat accustomed to being
abroad and speaking French by the
time the internship began in May
However, my living and working situations were filled with new surprises
and cultural differences
My home in Brussels was also home
to about 40 students from around the
world doing programs similar to mine.
Perhaps the most enriching part of living abroad was seeing the cl.nh - UffcMM
of people from places like Egypt,
Indonesia, China, Hungary and all over
the Europe.
More than anything, all the crazy
combinations everyone ate for
breakfast sticks out in my mind.
Cereal? Never. We're talking things like

bread with butter and chocolate sprinkles
— I repeat — for breakfast. (It did actually
turn out to be tasty but should definitely
be reserved for those late night
munchies).
The EU Committee turned out to be
just as culturally diverse. I clearly remember the excitement building as I walked to
work the first day having no idea what to
expect. As I walked in, I was introduced
to Germans, Belgians, Englishmen and a
few Americans.
As it was a subgroup of the
American Chamber of
Commerce, the office language
was English, which facilitated my getting accustomed to office life the first
week. The EU Committee is a memberdriven organization whose main job is
to lobby the European government on
behalf of American business. In the
office, five people were in charge of varIOUS issues Mich as fiscal policy, trade,
environment, technology and consumer
affairs. My interest in fiscal policy, trade
and the environment was encouraged
by my boss and co-workers who helped
me follow a great deal of current legislation going through the different
Eun>pean institutions.
•
Going to meetings and conferences
that we set up was definitely the most
interesting part of the job because we had
speakers such as Mario Monti, the
European competition commissioner who
recently caught a lot of flack for not
approving a merger between GE and
Honeywell, and Jim Curry, the director
general for European environmental poli-

4m& «
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The Grand
Place It
located In
the center of
Brussels and
near where
Matthew
Brancato
lived and
worked for
the summer.
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Student internship
opportunities span
international waters
BY BKC A WOKTHINOTON

contributing writer
Many majors at JMU
require or expect their
students to have internship experience in their field.
With that in mind, how does it
sound to take that requirement to
another country?
JMU is one university in a statewide program that offers interna
tioruil internships. France. Italy,
England, Germany, Spain, Brussels,
Prague; the list goes on and on.
The program that began with
10 possible internships now
"...

I.i

en

.

i "

spring and summer in various
countries across the world.
There is a wide variety of job
descriptions from which to
choose in the fields of business,
government, the arts, social
services and communications.
The application process is
multi-fold. It requires a resume,
three reference letters from faculty members or previous employers, a completed application form
and a transcript. Maybe you
don't have the world's most
impressive credentials or previous experience or a high GPA.
Don't break out into a cold sweat.
Sure, a 4.0 looks better than a
0.4, but personal characteristics are
of much greater importance to the
selection board. They are looking
for capable, c<x>perative. mpona
KUtwsnU TlI ..

with maturity and motivation who
can impress them both on paper
and in the personal interview
phase of the selection process.
And if you just happen to
speak fluent French or German or
Spanish, you have something else
on your side.
It is difficult to lay out what
the selection committee wants.
Applicants are considered individually, so the selection process
is (airlv nebulous.
"It's really a question of making
a match between the student and
the organization," Judy Cohen,
director of the International
Internship Program said.
"Personality matters, enthusiasm
matters... It's an overall eolk-ctkm
of impressions and materials."
This is ,m opportunity to live
I >. ■.»..

hi

.■!..!. *
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■

cy. Regarding these subjects, it amazed
me to watch first hand how much influence business generally has on the government and how willing both parties Ml
to work together. Secondly, I enjoyed
working in an arena where the environment is high on the priority list.
I applied for this internship abroad
because it was a perfect blend of what I
wanted to do for the summer. I was interested in gaining real-life experience on the
job; however, 1 wanted to do so without
living near home.
I enjoy things that foster growth,
and I believe that living away from
home, especially in a foreign country,
enabled me to learn much about
myself and grow in a lot of ways. In
addition, I have always found different cultures to be intriguing, and there
is no better way to get to know a culture than to live as a part of it. Also,
having done so, I appreciate what the
good old U.S. of A has to offer much
more than I used to.
During my first months in I'.iris, I
remember being embarrassed to be
American in main situations As Mine
wore on, I learned that mv culture has just
as much to offer as others.
To end on a bit of philosophical note,
we spend our whole lives searching
in far away places for something
because we are convinced "the grass is
always greener on the other side," but I
now realize that there will always be
somewhere else to go. It is important to
concentrate on where I am rather than
where I am not.

i • JL

Matthew
Brancato, far
right, poses
with his living mates
during a
night out In
Brussels. All
were from different parts
of the world.
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■

Courtesy of MATTHhVX HR W \l>

40-hour-a-week job in your field.
But the internships often require
a big commitment in terms ot
time, effort and finances.
Monetary help from the sponsoring companies is usually minimal, if provided at all.
"We are asking people to
make quite a substantial commitment in spending three months,
going to another country ... not
being paid and having to support
themselves," Cohen said.
It is also an additonal way to
get your foot in some doors.
I la\ ing something unusual on
your resume that meant that you
chose to do something different,
and you chose to commit yourself
to this kind of unpaid and quite
independent experience. make[s]
a difference in how people view

thing," Cohen said.
The application described the
purpose of the program as to provide students with 'a dearer \ lew
of their place in the world, a deeper understanding ol otlicr cultures
and a stronger sense of where their
skills ami talents, an take them."
Cohen backs up this statement 100 percent. "|B|eing an
intern, going to another country,
really living it as a worker there.
all of thai can't help but send
vou back as a more self-confident person," she said, "and
someone who knows that anything is possible, and living anywhere is possible and managing
on your own is possible "
lb tnul out more, go to
www. j nm t-tlu ■ internal lonal.
Application fonni CM be picked
' l ■■
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We Can Fix It!
CTCLEWORKS
774 E. Market St.
Harrisonburp. VA 22801

(540) 432-0280

£0 Uk fcr tie ]}!«&!!

We can repair ALL brands of bikes
Come in A check out our Fall Specials
Close to campus - down the hill from Papa John's

Acapulco
Cancun
Jamaica
Bahamas
Florida

{p <*&$ Em, I fain,)

m

Promote Trips at JMU
' Earn Cash and Go Free
Call for details!!!

get your resume to the Breeze to meet
today's deadline at 5p.m.

JTRAVEL
"SERVICES
Information and reservations

1-800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com

■erve Your Local Community + Learn Professionalism & Business Skills • Meet New Peopli

RUSH

PI SIGMA EPSILON
CO-ED PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS FRATERNITY

Informational Meetings:

Monday,

September 10th,
Taylor 404

7pm

or

Wednesday,

September 12th,
Taylor 402

7:30pm

ALL MAJORS WELCOME!

Questions? Need more information or a ride to events?
Contact Karen & 442-4147 or e-mail mccormkl@jmu.edu

Gain Job Connections

Make New Friendships

An Instant Resume Builder

77/V i/Jeek or lAQinfheeh
Monday September 10tb- ladies Only"
"M7\MP0WER 7\USIR7\LfA"

Showtime 900 p.m. Sharp.
EXOTIC ALL MALE "REVIEW

PROFESSIONAL ALL MALE [AS VEGASTJANCERS WITH A SPECTACULAR SHOW JUST FOR THE LADIES.

■ : h.l

Tuesday September 11thTickets at the Door
$5.00 w/student I.D.
This Show, 18a up!

Delight to the Extraordinary Sounds of
'THE ORDINARY WAY" w/GUEST MUELLE

Wednesday September 12th- An All Star Cast Celebrating the CD Release of
Female Sensation ^[WQM"
FULL "BAND WITH ANDY FROM "EARTH TO ANDY"
NATE "BROWN FROM "EVERYTHING" &
ANDREW WINN FROM "AGENTS OF GOOD "ROOTS"

Don't Miss This Sensational Show!!

Tickets at the Door
$5.00 w/student 1.0.
18&UP
8&Up

Malnstreei Is Perfectly Located at 153 South Malnstreet. Harrfsonburg • www.MalnstreetRocfcs.Com

432.9963

MONDAY. SEPT.

more jit

■ Click here!

w

ivnnv.thespark.com

A slew of entertaining
and useful Web sites
worth a browse
Pag* 14

Antics abound at VMAs
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"I'm sort of fascinated with
mistakes."
MONICA BILL BARNES

dancer, choreographer
See story below

Chaos, laughter accompany MTV's Video Music Awards
BY ANTHONY
MARCHEGIANO

senior writer
MTV carried its tradition ol
live chaos, crude jokes and
memorable performances .it its
18th Annual Video Music
Awards at the Metropolitan
Opera House in New York C ity
Christopher Walken helped
propel Fatboy Slim's "Weapon
of Choice" as the top winner of
the night with six awards.
Yet, amidst all the glitz and
glamour there were underlying sentiments of sorrow and
celebration as artists remembered fallen star Aaliyah.
The memory and music of
Aaliyah were remembered in
a touching down-to-earth
tribute with on-stage statements from |anet Jackson,
Missy Elliot, Cinuwine and
her producer Timbaland. The
first public statement from the
family came from her brother,
Rashad Maughton, who tearfully thanked her friends and
fans, while urging everyone
to "keep in our hearts those
we lost with her."
The music channel that
defines pop culture brought in
funnyman Jamie Foxx to host
the evening. His presence in
front of the camera dropped off
as the night progressed, but he
managed to joke about many of

the stars in the crowd in his
opening monologue. Besides the
obligatory Michael Jackson and
Eminem jokes, Foxx cracked on
Backstreet "boozer" A.J. McLean
prior to the Kind's presentation
of the best hip hop video. Foxx
came back on stage several
moments later to offer Mel tan
some champagne to celebrate
his newfound sober st.itc
Also roaming the crowds
looking to joke was Triumph
the Insult Comic Dog straight
from "Lite Night with Conan
O'Brien." The cigar-smoking
mutt spoke for men across the
country when he asked
Jennifer Lopez, "Please let me
sniff your butt." J.Lo gracefully
declined the offer.
Christopher Walken's performance in Fatboy Slim's
"Wfeapon of Choice" garnered
th.' video an evening best of six
awards, including Breakthrough
Video and Best Director for
Spike Jonze. Most of the awards
for Slim's video came on the
technical side such as Editing
and Art Direction. As dazzling
as Walken's dancing through the
hotel lobby was, it still wasn't
enough to win the evening's top
award. Video of the Year.
That honor went to
Christina Aguilera, Lil' Kim,
Mya and Pink as "Lady
Marmalade" took home the

coveted final moonman of the
evening. The ladies of
"Moulin
Rogue"
also
snatched up the award for top
video from a film.
To go along with her New
Artist award, Alicia Keys
received a standing ovation
following her stirring performance of "Fallin."
Gwen Stefani had the most
success of the evening without
winning an award. Her spots in
Moby's "Southside" and Eve's
"Let Me Blow Your Mind"
earned them the Best Male and
Best Female Video.
While accepting their Video
Vanguard Award, U2 brought
the groundbreaking punk
band. The Ramones, onstage
and gave them the award in
memory of Joey Ramone, who
died earlier this year.
Looking to top last year's
performance, scantily clad
Britney Spears ended the show
with an exotic performance of
her new single "I'm a Slave 4
U." The pop star who denies
the label of "sex icon" danced
around the stage in a green
outfit that only covered two
areas, while flaunting the rest.
The performance itself was
slow-paced and although it
was full of wildlife, it lacked
the energy that she brought to
the table last year.

Best Improv Performance: Tenacious D.
Jack Black and company doing their
"Unplugged" presentation
Worst Improv Performance: Andy Dick

The Tom Green wanna-be danced around
dressed like Christina Aguilera and then
proceeded to harass her in the audience
Best Performance: "II to the Izzo"
Jay-Z + Nike dribblers + Michael Jordan
jersey + Bulls' dancers ■ Off the Heczy Fu
Sheezy

The Good Apple of the Bunch: Mya
The singer appeared much classier and
more attractive than her trashy colleagues
Christina Aguilera, Lil' Kim and Pink,
who she was grouped wtth while accepting
awards for "Lady MarmaladeBest Introduction: Carson Daly
His speech while presenting the Vanguard
award put the pop acts in their place when
compared to real musicians like U2

Expressive talent
enraptures stage
(performed by Joni Mitchell)
staff writer
and Nnenna Freelon to create
The sounds of elegant the sense of a cool breeze.
opera music and the pitterHowever, the relaxing
patter of bare feet across the mood of the night took a suistage filled Latimer-Shaeffer cidal leap when associate
Theatre last weekend.
professor O'Hara began one
Dancers adorned in flowing of his solo pieces, "Skin
sashes move about the stage. Deep." An ear-piercing emoSuddenly, a dancer breaks tional scream and a single
from her pose and convulses in off-centered spotlight rea coughing fit then quickly vealed an agonized man
returns to twirling around and reaching out for the sky, his
around again. The audience back
to
the
audience.
peers around at one another in Performed to the stingingly
search of an explanation.
sarcastic poetry of Steven
"I'm sort of fascinated with Jesse Bernstein, O'Hara sucmistakes," said Monica Bill cessfully portrayed a torBarnes, a guest choreographer mented human ilone with his
and performer in last week- thoughts. As O'Hara began to
end's New Dance Festival 2001. move through the stage, his
The "mistake" of coughing as jerky and contorted movewell as wrongly cued lighting ments expressed the pain but
and a seemingly seizing profes- also power of the character
sor in a dunce cap were just a he portrayed, who was by no
few of the artistic expressions means weak
in the performance.
Rather than the trite pity
Dance faculty and guests party that solo artists often
from all over the country chore- resort to, O'Hara created a man
ographed and performed the that was possibly very strong in
pieces. Barnes, Alan Arnett and the eyes of others with his swift
Carli and Zarina Mareneck movements on and off the floor.
joined JMU's own Suzanne
Barnes' other performance
Miller-Corso, Shane O'Hara. continued the psychological
Cynthia Thompson and Kate self-exploration with a view into
Trammel I to combine different the relationship of a mother and
choreography and dance tech- daughter Based on both her
nique for a well-rounded pro- own experiences and observaduction.
•
tions of Carli and Zarina
lb --tirt the night off, Amett Mareneck, Barnes simultaneand Miller-Corso warmed up ously confused and dazzled the
the audience with an non-threat- onlookers with this private
ening duet, "MARS and family conversation.
VENUS." The first section of the
The piece was created three
piece, "He Said," was choreo- years ago, when Zarina was
graphed by Arnett and the second section, "She Said," was
see DANCE, page 14
choreographed by
both Arnett and
Miller-Corso.
The two attempted to comically demonstrate
the
perceptive
differences that
men and women
experience
in
relationships
Though
at
times
empty
facial expressions
drained chemistry
from the pair, their
bodies bounced
energy back and
forth, and the
comedy of truth
was doubtlessly
sensed as the
fiece progressed,
he subdued blue
costumes
and
blue
lighting
HLfc mtmVDavc Kim
played well with
Dance professors Cynthia Thompson and
the
musk
of Kate Trammel! perform "she left behind'' at
Marvin
Gaye the New Dance Festival 2001.
BY JOANIE CLARK

Make macaroni and cheese a little
more flavorful by adding your favorite
vegetables. Above, olives complete
this college staple.

The Undergrad
Qourmet

Pasta prlmavera, made with rotlnl noodles and extra virgin olive oil, makes a
light and fresh option as opposed to
thick, red sauces.

Look familiar? Classic spaghetti with
tomato sauce can be quite versatile.
Try mixing tomato and alfredo sauces
for a new twist.

E-mail

with questions,
suggestions.

Uideo music
Awards
( 1\1)Y TINKI-RMniiriirli.il

L-

comments or

How did they win?: Mudvayne
The hard rock group of sorts took home the
first ever M2 Award, beating out the actually
talented Alicia Keys, Gorrilaz and Jurassic 5

Best Supporting Musical Act: Gwen Stefani
The No Doubt lead singer was featured in
Moby's "Southside" (Best Male Video) and
Eve's "Blow Your Mind" (Best Female Video)
but has no moonman to call her own

// "¥'
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Biggest Surprise: Michael Jackson
Jacko graced the stage as he moonwalked
around 'N Sync at the end of their
performance

Worst Performance: "Fade"
Staind's sorry performance comes as no
surpnsc

Imagine the
pastabilities
ife is a combination of vegetables and herbs with the pasta
magic and pasta," accord- for a lightly flavored dish.
One of my favorite dishes involves
ing to Fellini. True, perhaps, but I honestly don't know what tossing olive oil, basil, spinach, fresh
he was trying to say. Fellini's words tomatoes and salt and pepper with
can be altered to describe food in col- angel hair pasta.
My roommate is a vegetable lover
lege: "Life is a combination of beer
who tosses whatever veggies are in the
and pasta."
If pasta isn't a big part of your life, fridge into a skillet with olive oil,
it should be. It's so versatile, easy to sautes them and throws them on whatmake and most importantly, very ever kind of pasta is in the cabinet.
If you just can't bring yourself to
cheap
lor example, I helped cook dinner try making a sauce from scratch, you
don't have to
for nearly
skip out on
100 people
interesting,
on a retreat
gourmet
this weekdishes.
end.
We
Mix some
prepared
tomato and
baked
a I f r e d o
p e n n e
sauces (the
using
an
proportions
enormous
of alfredo to
bag of moztomato are
z a re I I a,
up to you)
eight boxes
by senior writer
throw
in
of
penne
Meghan
Murphy
sun-dried
and six and
tomatoes
a half jars
and
artiof spaghetti
sauce. To feed 100 people, it cost a chokes, and you have a creamy tomato sauce perfect for tossing with
mere $40
I may be a SMAD major and thus tortellini.
The National Pasta Association (I
avoid math at all costs, but it doesn't
take a rocket scientist to figure out v»as .i> surprised as you are to stumble
upon this group) maintains a
that feeding 100 people for $40
great Web site (www.ihvepasla.org;)
equates to less than $1 a person.
The problem with pasta, howev- with | slew of recipes, suggestions,
er, is that it seems to get monot- tips, history and facts that I highly
onous. While opening a jar of recommend checking out. The
spaghetti sauce and pouring it over a recipes for sauces are especially
mound of noodles is easy, it's also tempting and the suggestions for
cooking pasta are pretty helpful.
really boring.
I could go on and on with examBut it doesn't have to be. Because
of our hectic lives filled with classes, ples of fantastic pasta dishes, but the
point
1 am attempting to make here is
work and studying, we fail to use any
creative thought when it comes to that it's an easy, fast and cheap way
preparing dinner. And pasta is such a to create a meal.
t just takes a little thought and creversatile base for so many recipe*
ativity. If you don't have those,
because it goes with virtually anyborrow from Web sites, cookbooks
thing.
Instead of spaghetti with tomato or this column.
The next time you start to boil water
sauce for dinner, throw your favorite
cheese into a mixture of sauce and for your pasta, forget opening a jar of
spaghetti
sauce and your taste buds will
noodles, spoon it into a glass dish,
sprinkle with more cheese and bake it thank you. %
Until next time, ftm AppetiW
for about 15 minutes.
Experiment with different sauces
or spruce up your meal with ground
beef, different veggies, different
amounts and types of cheese and \ W
ious pastas. Make it your own ere
undergraJgounnel@hotmail.com
ation.
Another tip is to buy a bottle of
extra virgin olive oil to UM U
a base for pasta sauces. While
extra virgin is slightly more txpensive, it has much more flavor, so
you'll need to use less. It's one of
those items that's definitely worth it,
even if it costs you a few extra pennies.
With the olive oil, you can toss

Worst Introduction: Jaime Foxx
The host built up Jay-Z's act only to have
the camera cut to Moby presenting an award;
he later apologized

Believe It or not, pasta can be a
healthy choice. Cut down on the
amount of pasta by adding veggies,
chicken or seafood.
(ourtcs) ul NATION \l I'ASIA ASM* IA1 It >N
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-$vfcWni(y-MI* Sjuhill tiallerv: The Art Director's Club of Metropolitan
[Wellington; 52nd Annual Show" - Mon.-Fri. 10:30 a.m.-4:30
[p.m.. Sat. & Sun. 1:30-4:30 p.m.. free
I* Zirkle House Galleries: Pnntmaking ,ind mixed-ntedia by Chu
iMouras in Artworks Gallery, photographs In .linger Hamilton in
lOlher Gallery, "looking for Paradise" by Ken D. Ashton in New
I Image Gallery- Mon.-Thu. noon-5 p.m., Kri. fcSat. nmn-4
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Just mo us in' around
Bv

wioxagoogle.com
So what if it's failed to
fit as of yet? Amazon.com has
revolutionized the way
> use the Internet think about
shopping. And with ni
^tures like customer reviews,
l.istmania! and an ex
rsonalized exp
takes "window shopping"
le next level. What might |fl
simple click to check out
test thriller book can turn intt
of browsing fun. Quick
If you have a birthday or l
day coming up, the wi:
1st feature is a great way to dn
I-ntiTtainment 3/5, Ap| france: 4/5, Ease of Use: 5/5

I* JMU Faculty Recital. Pianist Patricia Bmd\: Wilson Hall
■ Auditorium - Sun.. 3 p.m.. free

—cloves—
* Gnfton-Slmall Theatre: "Crazy Beautiful." Wcd.-Thu.. 7 &
I 9:30 p.m., "A Hard Da) s Night." Fri. at midnight. "A I : Artificial
Intelligence." Fri -Silt. ?& 9:30 p.m., $2
* Regal Valley Mall Cinemas 4: The Fast and the Furious."
"Jurassic Park III." "Legally Blonde." "Planet of the Apes," S5
I before 6 p.m.. $7.25 after. Call 434-7107.
I * Regal Cinemas 14 "American Outlaws," "American Pie j."
"Captain Corelli's Mandolin," "The Curse of the .lade Scorpion."
I "-lay and Silent Boh Strike Back." Meepen Creepers." "The
Musketeer. (I. I he Others." "The Princess Diaries." *Rat
I Race." "Rock Star." "Shrek," "Summer Catch." "Two Can Play
That Game," S5 before 6 p.m., S7.25 after. Call 434-7661.

/nload of t

il browser plug-ii
vs difficult to classify or describe the strangeness that is
heaven! WJ
TheSpark.com, except to saV that it is uncannily entertaining.
like watching shop' ovies, Waving games or
ing electrj
With content ranging (rorm various personality tests (testing
ic postcards, vim
do .ill»f these and m
at SW*7rV);r ct>m> such things as gender, pregaancy, IQ and purity) to extremely
They've recently
med wmaAtomfilms.a
provide the lat- , silly projects, Thc$parkxonnwi\\ keep you reading for hours
est in entert.iinini nimation\£t^l movies, so, be sure to check | Recommended reading^Jh&Tat Project and the Date-My-Sister
out the Arcade
ssics for
emory lane with | Project. EntextomnWnTr^/^Appearance: 4/5, Ease of Use: 3/5
games like Ramp.
, Spy 1 lunter and [ousl
'twLuiicici

Shockwave, you 01

Appearance: 5/5,

Use: 4/5

Ever wanted to seajhose commercials you love any time you
want? Well, at Adcriuacom, you can view old and new ads from
your favorite compotes without having to watch the stupid television shows that «r in the way. With archives alphabetically organized and a spenal section just for Super Bowl ads, you shouldn't
have any,*xwHe finding your favorite ads and viewing them over
Entertainment 3/5, Appearance: 5/5, Ease of Use: 4/5

So when exactly did Jritro become nouveau? Whether you're
stuck in the 'HOs or on fhV cut ting-edge ot the 21st century, it's
always nice to reminiscX\nd think about the old days. And
what crazy, mixed-up daysS^%were. At Yesterdayland.com, you
can »•■■*»■<
refresh yourself
on (lie
th» rmwiCT,
ifr^^n.^j,;,
fashion aiul
anfl jub
ju<L
«"
>ouix.ii .ni
HiUaa., lasliloll
about everything else that shaped Amei.Ull lulling ffwirStt
1930s on What are you waiting for? Take a trip down memory
lane Entertainment: 4/5, Appearance: 4/5, Ease of use: 4/5

Dance of the human spirit
DASCE.frompagrn

INTERESTED?
CALL JEN 8 KC AT // //
BREEZE AND HELP EIGHT
STYLE CRIME
X8-3BI

saw "From Where I Stand." a
piece
choreographed
by

CALL FOR
BACKUP

WW

www.yesterdaif land.dam

only 12 years old. Beginning
with Ihe molher and daughter
sitting side by side on kitchen
chairs. Barnes created a very
human atmosphere that invited the audience to view themselves in the bodies of the two
dancers. Pushing and pulling
each other and chasing in circles, the Marenecks exemplified the timeless roles of a
mother and daughter.
All the heavy soul-searching took a break during intermission as the audience was
directed to go outside, and
look up to the windows of
Duke Hall. There the viewers

FASHION POLICE,

Despite its amazingly simple interface, the Google search
engine really packs a punch. Finding better results quicker and easier is always the highest purpose of a good search engine and this
one takes the cake. Plus, for more advanced search users, you can
use their translation feature to instantly translate pages into the language of your choice, view cached pages if the site you need isn't
currently responding or even add a Google search box directly onto
your browser window. Entertainment 1 /$, Appearance: 2/5, Ease
of Use: 5/5

iwwv.shockumv.c
With a simple d

■ * JMU l-jculty Rivital. Baritone Dr. In Dal Choi: Wilson Hall
lAuditorium - Thu., 8 p.m., free

STE GRAINER

senior writer
Well, we've got a wide variety of interesting links few you today. Ranging from overly wacky and enUrt-iiiniig to simply useful, all of
MM ml li.ivc the potential to improve day-to-day life in one way or another. As usual, if you've got a favorite Web site that you'd like to
see featured, be sure to e-mail the link and why you like it tograinesd (no personal sites or sites with inappropriate content, please).

Barnes. To the blaring music of
Palsy Cline's "I fall to pieces,"
10 dance majors danced like
mechanical dolls in shop windows during the holidays.
Each time the song started
over so did the dancers,
adding lo the artificial effect
that is the antithesis of the
pedestrian scenes Barnes creates in other pieces.
"From Where I Stand" set
Ihe scene for O'l lara's second
piece, "In the Corner." Cleverly
utilizing set design by William J.
Buck, CHara was able lo bring
the audience into his strange
and twisted world of fun and
insanity. Sporting suspenders
and a bright red dunce cap, he
played the part of a young boy
who stands in front of a black-

board covered in scientific and
mathematical information. But
the carnival music of F.nsemble
Bash keeps drawing him away
from his studies and into a frenzy of released energy.
"This does feel like (his
rebel that's enjoying his rebelness," O'llara said. "1 wanted
to have fun "
Though the audience had
fun as well, it is often frustrating when a talented dancer opts
for artistic expression over skill.
O'Hara used very little of the
stage or his physical ability to
entice viewers. Rather, his
strong facial expressions played
powerfully with the audience's
emotions, causing them to
repeatedly laugh out loud.
Barnes'
pieces
"She

snapped/she left," and "she
left behind," brought the
show to a close. The duets by
Barnes and Carli Mareneck.
and
dance
professors
Thompson and Trammell contratttd the same person in
different settings and circumstances. This piece exemplified Barnes' fascination with
the human spirit
The two pieces each portrayed an individual searching
for another. Each duet was complete with both the public and
private appearance of the same
person. A motif of mistakes tied
these two pieces together
Through coughing and similar
dance combinations, Barnes
expressed both beauty and uniformity that all humans possess

Adventure
Intermediate Outdoor
Climbing Instruction
Date: Sept. 22
Time: 8 am-6 pm
Co»t: $20 JMU, $25 Guest
Pre-Req: Belay Certification
Register by: Sept. 14

Group Fitness &
Wellness
Instructor Trainingl
Date: Starts Sept. 17, Mondays
Tlme:6pm-7:15pm

Upper Gauley River
Date: Sept. 29-30
Cost: $130 JMU, $140 Guest
Pre-Req: Previous Rafting
Experlence.Swimming Ability
Register by: Sept. 14
South Fork of the
Shenanadoah River
Date: Sept. 23
Time: 8 am-5 pm
Cost: $15 JMU, $20 Guest
Register by: Sept. 14
River Rescue
Date: Sept. 21
Time: 3 pm-6 pm
Register by: Sept. 17

Fitness & Nutrition
Eight-Week Strength
Training Class
Session I: Sept. 10-Oct. 31,
(Mon. & Wed.)
Time: Noon-1 pm
Session II: Sept. 11-Nov. 1,
(Tues. & Thurs.)
Time: 5:30-6:30

Aquatics & Safety
Level I Swimming
Dates: Sept. 13-Nov. 29,
Thursdays
Time: 7 pm -7:45 pm
Cost: $30
Register by: Sept. 12

Level ll/lll Swimming
Date*: Sept. 13-Nov. 29,
Thursdays
Time: 7 pm-7:45 pm
Cost: $30
Water Polo Clinic
Date: Sept. 11
Time: 8 pm-9 pm
Register by: Sept. 10

Intramural Sports

Copy Cente

mm

CISAT
Copy Center
X88731

•H

Serving students and professors
with all their back to school needs.
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For more information please call x88700
or visit http://www.jmu.edu/recreation

black and white copies on 8

v
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Tennis Singles (M) (W)
Entries Due: Sept. 10-13
Play Dates: Sept. 13-Nov. 15
Manager's Meeting: Sept. 17, 5 pm

jmu

-

Centers

MONDAY. SHIT.

■ Women's Soccer
Dukes lose to nationally
ranked Tennessee. 4-2

10. 20011 THK
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"Our lime was due. We came off two losses
last week and wc needed this to bounce back.'
CARL YOUNIS

senior, men's soccer player
S« rtory below

See story below

MEN'S SOCCER

Volleyball places third
Volleyball finished third
out of four teams Friday
and Saturday at the
Western
Michigan
Ameritech Invitational in
Kalamazoo, Mich.
On Friday the Dukes
took care of Valparaiso
University 3-1 (31-29, 3335,30-28 and 30-27).
Junior Jessica Evers
and
senior
Danielle
Heinbaugh had 16 kills
apiece. Sophomore Dana
Jones finished with II
kills.
In thier first match
Saturday, the Dukes lost to
the University of Kentucky
3-1 (30-20,30-20,28-30 and
30-24). Later in the day,
JMU lost to the host, westem Michigan University 30 (30-25, 30-28 and 30-27).
Heinbaug was named
to the All-Tournament
Team.
Field hockey falls to
Kent State
JMU field hockey lost to
Kent State University 2-1
in overtime Saturday in
College Park, Md.
The lone JMU goal
was scored by freshman
Veerle Goudswaard on a
penaly-corner play.
Women's X-Country
takes fourth
JMU women's cross
country placed fourth at
the
Lou
Onesty
Invitational
in
Charlottesville Saturday.
Individually, Waynitra
Thomas placed a teamhigh 17th with a time of
20:04.90. Alisha Lewis
placed 21st (20:09,90).

Tuesday. Sept. 11
- Volleyball travels to play
Liberty
University
in
Lynchburg.

Thursday. Sept. 13
- Women's soccer takes on
Penn State University in
University Park, Pa.

Friday. Sept. 14
- Men's soccer hosts
Temple University in
the JMU/Comfort Inn
Ir .itational at Reservoir
Street Field at 7:30 p.m.

JMU tops Blue Hens in
2001 home opener, 1-0
Carl Younis' late goal gives
JMU first win of season
BY Ji-.r-F COI IN
Kovolenko. Seconds later.
contributing writer
Kovolenko, who needed four
I la Mid it was the right place saves to earn his first shutout
.it the right time.
of the season, sacrificed himS'nior forward Carl Younis self to punch away another
out-leaped a University of dangerous threat.
Delaware defender to head in
"We were pretty solid
the game-winner late in the around the back. When it comes
second half of JMU's 1-0 win down to the last few minutes,
Saturday night at Reservoir that's when you have to come
Street Field
up with the big saves,"
Assisted by senior mid- Kovolenko said
fielder Levi Strayer. Younis'
Overall, the Dukes blasted
first goal of the season came 23 shots on goal, requiring
with just over four minutes Delaware goalie Kyle Haynes
remaining and was enough for to make seven saves. JMU
the Dukes (1-2) to claim their also owned a 5-3 advantage
Iirst victory of the MMOn,
in corner kicks.
Of his late heroics,
None of those chances was
Younis said. "Our time was better than midway through
due. We came off two losses the second half when Mfliof
last week and we needed midfielder Michael Godwin's
rocket hit off the crossbar
this lo bounce back."
Until the goal, although
After Kovolenko cleared a
JMU dominated play, it chance by Delaware in the
looked like all the bounces JMU defensive end to halfweren't going to go
field, junior midSaturday fielder Ben Munro
the home team's way
Then senior midfielder
sent a long, accurate
Reggie Rivers drew a
ball from the left
Delaware side across field to a
dangerous direct kick
25 yards out of goal.
o sprinting Godwin.
Strayer and junior
The rebound, as
JMU
Zane O'Brien lined up
with
the
goal,
I
next to the ball
popped into the air
O'Brien faked a shot
above the Blue Hen
and let Strayer hit a bending net, but this time the ball was
right-footed blast over the cleared out.
Blue I lens' wall. The shot hit
Countless crosses from the
the crossbar and popped right comer, won by the speed
straight into the air. Younis of the Dukes, kept Delaware on
won the ensuing scrum in the its heels all night.
box and tucked his header
"We showed some intensity
into the left corner of the net. and composure at times tonight,
"Fortunately we got a good things that we as a team have to
free kick, one of the things we grow into," Martin said.
Other chances in the first
practice/ coach Tom Martin
said. "But we. never practiced half, especially those generatCarl jumping about 40 inches ed from the right side play of
in the air."
Rivers and Munro and junior
Delaware gave the Dukes a defender Christopher Pitt,
few scares, but none more were equally close to breaking
threatening than immediately open a game that was too
after the goal.
close for comfort.
A Blue Hen ran to a cross
"We had a very good first
from the right side, requiring half and we didn't score. This is
a great reaction save from a game that could've been three
junior
goalkeeper
Josh or four to zero but we made it

SARAH HF-KZ/ronirtbuting phaivgrapher
Senior Carl Younis moves In for a shot on goal during practice. Younis scored the lone goal
against the University of Delaware Saturday as the Dukes defeated the Blue Hens 1-0.

harder because we didn't finish," Martin said.
While the offense struggled
to bury the Blue Hens, the
defensive played solid, stifling
Delaware's chances and helping
to build the attack. Delaware
mustered |ust nine shots the
whole game.

the
JMU/Comfort
Inn
Invitational starting Friday
against Temple University at
7:30. On Sunday, JMU faces
off against Bowling Green
University at 3:30 p.m.
All-time, JMU is 0-1-0
against Temple and 0-0-1
against Bowling Green.

WOMEN'S SOCCER

Tennesee gets past Dukes, 4-2
list-ranked Vols score two goals late to win in JMU/Comfort Inn Invitational
Bv

- Volleyball takes on
Marshall Univeristy at 1
p.m. in the Madison
invitational at Godwin
Gym. The Dukes then
take
on
Winthrop
University at 7 p.m.

Saturday. Sept. 15
- Football hosts Florida
Atlantic University at 6
p.m.
at
Bridgeforth
Stadium.
- Volleyball plays Wright
State University in the KC
ond day of the Madison
Invitational at 10 a.m. in
Godwin Gym. The Dukes
then
face
Towson
University at 2 p.m.
- Field Hockey travels to
face the College of William
& Mary in Williamsburg.

"Delaware dropped in and
looked to counter. We got a
little impatient and lost our
shape and they caught us on
the break a couple times but
fortunately our defenders
and Kovo came up big,"
Martin said.
Up next for the Dukes is

DAVE KIM.'*ifunhuimiiphouwra/ihf'
Sophomore Sara Sharp tries to avoid the Vols' Lyndsey Patterson from blocking her kick during
Saturday's game against the University of Tennesee. No. 21 Tennessee downed JMU 4-2.

MATT BROWNLEE

into a 2-2 tie with the
yttiff writer
Volunteers,
ranked
21st
Sometimes you walk away nationally, in large part
from a loss kicking yourself, thanks to aggressive defenwondering how it all went sive play and speedy forwrong. Cither times you walk wards who frequently found
away dejected and with little themselves tracking down
hope for the future. But occa- beautifully placed passes
sionally, under special cir- deep in enemy territory. Redcumstances, it is possible to shirt juniors Beth McNamara
walk away from a loss with and Teri Joyce, along with
head
held
high,
sophomores
Abby
Friday
thinking ot all that
Karpinski and Marisa
went right and all
Lemme, all spent
the good that is \vt
some quality time
renm
to uime.
around the Tennesee
The latter is ceri
net, firing off 14 shots
tainly the case for the
on goal in all.
women's soccer team
Several of these
after suffering their
attempts were the
hist defeat of the sea
mult of terrific passson on Friday night at the ing sequences, at times making
hands of the University of the Volunteer defense look
Tennessee in the first day of the slow and out of position.
JMU/Comfort Inn Invit- Shortly after a blast from
ational IX'spite the loss, the McNamara sailed wide right,
positives seemed to outweigh sophomore defender Bryant
the negatives on Reservoir Karpinski found sister Abby
Street Field, leaving great hope cutting
through
the
tor the future of this young Volunteers' backfield for what
and talented squad.
was nearly a stellar goal.
After 75 minutes of play,
■
■
the Dukes Kittled themselves
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TV 3

would like to thank the following
JMU Organizations for making
the 5th Annual Children First Day
such an overwhelming success!

Men's Basketball
Women's Basketball
Cheerleading
Duke Dog
Dukettes
Football
Men's Golf
Women's Golf
Gymnastics

Lacrosse
ROTC
Women's Soccer
Men's Swimming
Women's Swimming
Women's Tennis
Women's Track
Wrestling

WHSV
Making a Dlff&mce>

Ready for your 15 minutes?
We are looking for talent:
Singers, dancers, actors and other unique acts
for
y/

Talent Jam
w/Mitch Fate!
Thursday, Nod. 1
Wilson H(jill
8 p.m.'
/

Submit your audition tape. CD or video
to the UPB office in Taylor 203
Deadline: Friday, Oct. 5
.mrmm ntmmuil

/

For more info, call x86217 or visit wSvw.upb.org

PUPB
"

in
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Moral victory claimed
MORAI.,frompage1S

DAVE KIM'i omnbuilixfi phttographer
Junior Deanna Saraclno put three shots on goal on Sunday In a 2-1 loss to the Wotfpack.

Another close call came
nghl before halftime, when
sophomore Sara Sharp set
junior Deanna Saracino up
for a point blank shot that
somehow eluded the back of
the net.
Persistence finally paid off
after the intermission though,
as the Dukes brought the
home crowd to life with their
first goal of the night. After
clearing the ball out of their
own box, the Dukes' Joyce
found teammate Lemme
along the right wing. The second year forward was ahead
of the pack, with lots of green
and only the goalie left
between her and a tied game.
Coming down the middle
of the field all alone, Lemme
was in control and the goalie
had no chance to stop the shot
that the Dukes forward calm
ly deposited into the right corner of the net.
"Terry sent me a great ball
on the right side and I
brought it to the middle so I
could use the whole goal,"
lemme said. "The goalie
went one way and I just went
the other."
UT quickly responded with
a goal of their own, and it was
suddenly up to JMU's top
defender to take control on the
offefttiva side of the field.
'[Senior] Jamie Miller is a
special player," coach Dave
Lombardo said. "Wherever
she is on the field, she's going
to make you better."

The coach's words, proved
to be true, and after Abby
Karpinski was tripped up just
outside of the Volunteer's box.
Miller and the Dukes surrounded the UT goal area with
payback in mind Wasting no
time, Miller received a beautiful pass from junior Meredith
McClure and sent a right-footed volley top shelf and into the
back of the net.

-u-

We wanted to find out
how good we are, and I
think we found out we
can be competitive with
these teams.
— Dave Lombardo
women's soccer coach

55

"It was a bad clear (by UT).
I got a perfect pass and I just
finished it," Miller said.
The captain did more
than just finish one pass
Friday night. For 90 minutes. Miller was more relent|«M ami aggrtMlv* than any
player on the field, a fact
that was not lost on the
op; jsing coach.
"(Miller) was very strong out
there," UT coach Angela Kelly
said. "We feel like she is their
quarterback." Kelly's praises
were not limited to just the veteran defender though. The
Volunteer coach seemed gen-

uinely relieved to escape with
the 4-2 win on this night.
"Our hal is off to JMU,
they have a fantastic team,"
Kelly said. "(Lemme and
Joyce) wreaked havoc on us
up top. We got a few lucky
bounces, but it really could
have gone either way"
With Miller and goalkeeper Suzanne Wilson (12
MV«)u the only seniors on
this year's roster, the youthful Dukes showed signs of
brilliance
against
the
nationally-ranked
Volunteers, a sign of what
to expect the rest of the season.
"We played at a level we
haven't been at all year
long," Lombardo said. "We
wanted to find out how
good we are, and I think we
found out we can be competitive with these teams."
The Dukes' players agreed
with their coaches' analysis:
"We had a lot of heart and
were
really aggressive,"
Lemme said about the team's
performance. "Now we know
that we're up there with them
and we can play with teams
like this."
Yesterday afternoon JMU
lost in heatbreaking fashion in
overtime, a 2-1 contest with
North Carolina State. Joyce
scored JMU's only goal.
The Dukes' next chance
to prove themselves at home
will come on Sept. 28 when
they face off against the
University of California at
Los Angeles.

Harrisonburg Baptist Church
Join us for College Chorale
A group of students from area colleges uniting in praise and worship
First Meeting: Sunday, September 16 at 6:30 p.m.
For more information, please contact David Williams, Minister of Music
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. (College Class) • Worship 11:00 a.m.
Barbara Hollowed, Minister of Students
•Just 2 blocks awav from JMU*
__5j0l South Main Street • 433-2456 • www.harrisonburgbaptist.com

C_A£CM'£

^~^___

located in Four Points Sheraton

WEDNESDAY 9/12/01
College Night
$6 cover/S4 with college ID
$10 under 21
All you can eat wings

THURSDAY 9/13/01
Comedy Zone
9p.m.-l 0:30p.m.
DJ and dancing will follow immediately
$3 cover with college ID

SUNDAY 9/16/01
Karoake Night
9:30p.m.-l:30a.m.

I

I

ive

♦Must be 21 or older*
1400 East Market St. • Hamsonburg, VA 22801
540-433-2521 Ext. 7735 • 800-708-7037

Come Down For s0.

liniment

Huge Sandwich Menu

Vegetarian Dishes
Pizza
Crablegs and Shrimp
Hotdogs
Wings- 2St each Mon&Thurs

Thurs Sept. 13th
Jon Fritz
10p.m.

Fri Sept. 14th
Mooch
10p.m.

V

Tues Sept.
Jimmy O
»
10p.m. Ct*V

la

Salads
Pastas
Steaks
Homemade Soups
Only Raw Bar in Harrisonburg
Catering Available

Suxkv Brundi I laan. - 3 pan.

&

>

C^

SEAFOOD BAR

&

MW. Water St HamWnbunt
7 Days) Weak llam-2un

433-W4

GRILL

IN PAIN? NEED TO SEE A
CHIROPRACTOR?....
FREE 24 HR RECORDED MESSAGE WITH
INFORMATION ABOUT
RIGGLEMAN CHIROPRACTIC
Call Toll-Free 1-888-241-1387, 24 Hours, For A Free
Recorded Message About Office Hours, Fees, Location,
And Appointments. Call Now! Find Out About
RIGGLEMAN. CHIROPRACTICS'S Special Offer For
JMU Students! The Call And Recorded Message Is
Toil-Free. Call Now! If You Need An Appointment Now
And Can't Afford To Wait, Call Our Direct Office
Number-434-8962.
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Dukes unable to find way to skin cats
Second-string quarterback Connelly goes down with knee injury, status unsure
DIKES, frontpage}
rest of the possession for his college debut at quarterback
The Dukes could not make
up for the 8 yard loss and were
forced to punt.
Once again, the JMU defense
held UNH to only three plays,
causing the Wildcats to punt.
INK' looked like it was in
good shape on the UNH 39yard line with 107 left, but
Connelly, who returned to the
field, threw a pass down to the
1-yard line that was tipped and
intercepted by junior free safety
Czar Wiley
On second down and 10,
UNH senior quarterback Ryan
Day found junior tailback Ime
Ekong wide open down the
right sideline for a 50-yard gain
before JMU could force him out
of bounds. With only six seconds left in the half, the
Wildcats elected to try a 44-yard
field goal, but MacLean's kick
was wide left, allowing the
Dukes to enter halftime with the
12-7 lead.
The Dukes were possibly
dealt another injuring blow
with just under eight minutes to
go in the third. Un third and rive
on their own 37-yard line,
Connelly scrambled for no gain.
Connelly, who had earlier
received stitches on his nose,
came up hobbling on the play
and that would be the last action
he saw during the game. The
current status of Connelly, who
is subbing for injured red-shirt
freshman starring quarterback
Matt l*Zotte, is unsure.
"He has either a sprained or
torn ligament in his knee,"
coach Matthews said.
The younger Matthews
returned to replace the
injured Connelly for the rest
of the game. Matthews finished 8-15 an d threw for 117
yards and a touchdown.
"I thought he played very
well," coach Matthews said.
"He did not practice at quarterback Tuesday; Wednesday he
got about 10 snaps and

TATTOOS
&

PIERCING

Thursday he got 10 snaps.
That's fairly amazing."
The younger Matthews
was not as pleased with his
performance.
"I would rather be on the
sideline and take a (win) than
be on the field and take a
(loss)," he said.
JMU received another
tough break with less than
four minutes to play. The
Dukes forced UNH to punt
on the Wildcats own 15-yard
line, but the snap to MacLean
was high. Maclean sidestepped a JMU defender and
found a hole to pick up the
first down at the 20-yard line.
On the next play. Day found
junior receiver Michael Taylor
for an 80-yard score putting
UNH ahead 1312.
"It was the first time in three
punts that we did not call a
block," coach Matthews said.
"We had a return on and only
had one guy rushing."
The Wildcats were successful on a two-point conversion and increased the
UNH lead to 15-12.
On the ensuing kick-off,
freshman kick returner Rondell
Bradley found a lane and ran 54
yards before Wiley knocked him
out of bounds at the UNH 37yard line. After a two-yard loss
on a Minor run, Matthews
found Carson for a 13-yard pass
and a first down at the Wildcat
26-yard line. The Dukes were
faced with fourth down and
elected to attempt a field goal,
but Glover's 36-yarder sailed
wide left.
"The biggest plays of the
game were our missed field
goals," coach Matthews said.
"Until they had that 80-yarder, I
thought we could have played
for a month and they wouldn't
have scored on us. But when
they got that, they changed the
game. They got a lot of confidence and really moved the ball
well in the fourth quarter"
New Hampshire drove
down to the to the JMU 14-yard
line in part to a 26-yard run by
Day. However, the Wildcats set-

Candies Spa
THE LOOK

by award winning
artist John Jones

TRAV \S CL\NGENPEEUunu>r phvtoxrupher
Senior linebacker Derick Pack brings down Wildcat tailback Stephan Lewis after a short gain In the first quarter on Saturday.

tied for a MacLean field goal to
In n.w the lead to 18-12.
JMU would lie the game at
18-18 when Matthews found
freshman receiver Tahir Hinds
for a 19-yard touchdown on
fourth and 11. Coach Matthews
elected to send freshman place
kicker Burke George out for the
extra point attempt. George's
first collegiate kick was good,
giving the Dukes a 19-18 lead.
Unfortunately for JMU, the
lead did not last long. Day guided a 72-yard scoring drive
capped off by a 26-yard touchdown pass to Lewis.
"We had a busted coverage
on that play," coach Matthews
said. "I think they had three big
plays. The one for 80 yards was
a busted coverage, the one right

before the half was a busted
coverage and the last (touchdown) was a busted coverage.
All three of those mistakes were
made by freshmen."
Day found red-shirt fresh
man receiver Dan Burkhardt for
the two-point conversion to put
UNH ahead 26-19.
"I don't know what hap
pen,"
senior
linebacker
Derick Pack said. "They just
came out in the second half
and they wanted it more. For
some reason we just could
not get it together."
"I thought we had a false
sense of security after Elon
(University) last week,"
coach Matthews said. "Elon
lines up in our defense, a
defense those kids have seen

in our two-a-days. We just
blew a ton of blocking
assignments because we didn't know who to guard. We
had really good protecting in
the fourth quarter, but other
than that we didn't block
anybody."
The Dukes had one last
chance to tie as time was winding down in the fourth. On second down and 2-yards to go on
the UNH 14-yard line, JMU was
called for holding, setting up a
second and 12 instead. With several Wildcats chasing, Matthews
threw for the end zone, but the
pass was picked by red-shirt
freshman safety Brandon Taylor.
New Hampshire ran out the
clock to hold on for the sevenpoint victory.

ACTION
COMPUTER
SERVICES

Welcome Back
Students

A» Repair / Upgrades / Cleaning
(Free Diagnostic Consult)

Total Body Spa
HAIRSTYLINC • TANNING • MASSAGE • BODYWRAPS
Tin (or Entire School Year H9

Save 10% on Tattoos I Piercing

Stone Therapy Massage $75

Full Body Massage US

Manicure $ 15

Bodywrap & Massage SB S

Haircut 111

Perms S3S

Facial »2S

"It's hard to go into a game
without your starting quarterback, starting tailback and three
starting offensive linemen,"
coach Matthews said. "We are
beat to a pulp. I have never seen
I tram this beat up in the second week of the season."
"But not to take anything
from New Hampshire," coach
Matthews added "1 thought
(McDonnell)'s guys fought real
hard in the fourth quarter, and I
thought the best team won."
Junior linebacker Dave
Forman was also injured during the game for the Dukes. His
condition is unknown.
JMU falls to 1-1 on the season with the loss, and returns
home to face Florida Atlantic
University Saturday at 6 p.m.

Fresh Baked Bagels
Great Sandwiches & Subs
Open 7 Oaus at 6 a.m.

Corner of University Blvd. 1 Reservoir St. • Across from Sheen

564-2770 or 433-3322

<$L00 OFF ONE DOZEN
(*\

BAGELS

Any 2 Arbu's G" Subs

w*

for m

Good at Harrteonlxrg, Waywsboro, Stuarts Draft
wvirW.vtleu^)j)e.com

EXPIRES

9-23-01

J

BREAKFAST SPECIAL
BACON, EGG,

Offer valid through September 16th

& CHEESE W/HOMEFRIES
REG. $3.25

VI NOW $.75 OFFf©
You Still Have Time!

EXPIRES

9-23-01

Apply now to be an

CHEESE STEAK SUB

INTERNATIONAL
INTERN

W/LETTUCE,TOMATO,MAYO

$1.00 OFF £|||«
EXPIRES

Many positions are still available
for next spring and summer terms
in Western/Eastern Europe & Latin America.
Contact Judy Cohen for details:
Phone 568-6979 / e-mail <cohenjk@jmu.edu>
or come to llillcrest for an application
(see www.jmu.edu/international/internships)
ThlB is opportunity knocking ..

9-23-01

PARTY BAGELS OR

3' OR 5' SUBS

STUFFED W/MEAT AND CHEESE.

$S00

553

OFF

GREAT FOR RUSH EVENTS AND TAILGATE
EXPIRES

9-23-01

Market Square East I I Rockingham Square
1635-37 E. Market St.!
1731S. Might St.
564.8397
432.0854

Harmony Square
1741 Uirginia Hue.
564.8397

I
MONDAY,

FOR RENT
Country Honw - 10 minute* horn
campus. MB charm, great rates.
Booh now for football games, fall
colors. Homecoming, ana parent
visits
Visit our website
mtramontebanaocom Book now
for a stay to remember

JUST $15 TO RUN
YOUR "FOR SALE* AD
FOR THE ENTIRE
SEMESTER!
See our nd below the
elmiOd* f<>' more detail)!

Apartment at Ashby Crossing Available now Free September rent
and security deposit paid' $330,
furnished. Ethernet, cable, phone
line 757 4266261

Cllmaer Bine - 20*. 10 speed.
$45 Marry XTR 'Mountain
Elite**- Bike ■ 18'. 10 speed.
$45. Udles/GfclB Headmaster
18 speed 24'. $45 Mans Huffy
Tundra - 18 speed. 24". almost
new. $75 434-3035

House Bl W. Falrvlew • 4
bedrooms, 2 baths. DW, W/0.
microwave. DSL. J940/4. or
* 795/3. 4330984

•rand New Sony WahnuM - with
AC adapter, car attachment.
headphones, and cover for $75.
Please call Brock. 2464351

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE
HouMwares Qalore, CMM, and
MUCH Morel G* a Thn*. 227 M Man.
Derm Stie Fridge • works well,
150 o b o Also Sub and Amp ■
$200 both CallCarne 438-4302
Msfla Fee Seat - barely used, new
strings, hard case/bow. $190,
o DO. Call Tim. 434-5780 or
hacMdffmu.edu
DP Cxerclse Bike • needs seat.
$10 Murry Blrl'a Mountain

S9.00/Koar • Nude models needed
for art classes. No experience
necessary Part-time work Call >eff
Hoodock at 801 8121. Email
(effhudak#aol com

Parking Services
is now hiring for Student
I nfou < ini ni Program. C all
Adorn at 5*8-3553 or vWt
www.jmu.edu/parklng for
more Information.

lastttMftorsi Wanted
Ham wo butj I*jrk> & Recreation i»
seeking (ymroMici inunictori for
Monday and Wednesday ihen*»>nv
Coll 4M-9IM
tin
iMfj
Fkst Church of the Brethren Day
Care Canter • needs assistant
director immediately Must be at
least 21 years old and have tarry
childhood experience, plus at least
48 semester hours. Need
someone UF from 34 p.m. Send
resume to First Church of the
Brethren Doycare. 315 S Dogwood
Drive. Harrtsonburg. VA 22801.
Tutors Wanted - For all subject
areas and levels, JMU students
only Stop by the Counseling and
Student Development Center,
varner House tor an application
Chlldcere Needed - light
housework, nice kids, tieiibie
hours, vehicle required Call
433-7127.
Harrtsonburg Business - is now
hiring parl time help n our shipping
and receiving department. WAS are
located downtown, walking
distance from JMU. Hours are
generally from 11 3. M» Starting
pay is (8.00 per hour. Please
apply in person at 122 S Main
Street. SiMe 208

Ad sales - Local monthly paper
needs energetic students for ad
sales. A great part-time fob. Send
resume with phone number to
paper 22801 Caot com
child c«. w*nt.d :.;- ndjgbM
creative students to provide child
care for area lamMies. Full time o«
part time, primarily weekdays. Call
ChikJCare Connection. 4334531
Local Independent Monthly
Newspaper - is in need of student
writers and photographers.
Opportunity to write feature
stones, reviews, and ftcuon. Buiw
your portfolio We also need
talented photographers with
experience Send resume or writing
sample with phone number to
paper 2 280le>aol com.
Work far T». Btottol writers
needed in Sports. News, Focus.
Style, and Opinion 5686127

WANTED
Palio Dates Wanted!
S30B Per day guaranlred
Aug/Mld-Sept.
Taped rin. Clothing,
Jewelry, Native Cotlon
54O-95.M072 before V«l p.m.

SERVICES
Attention Students! Want to buy
quality jewelry at an affordable
price? wen TJ Fashions Jewelry A
Gilt Shop is where you should
shop. We offer sterling silver 1014
karat gold, anklets, bracelets.
charms, chains, rings, nemepletes.
special orders, etc. Present i.D.
and get 25% ■ 50% off retail on
most items Located at 200 6th
Street m Grottoes. Just 5 minutes
from the JMU farm. 11:00 am ■
600 p.m. Tues. ■ F« 10:00 am
4 00 pm. Sat 5402490061
Looking to Earn Money for your
OVgankatlon or Yourself? Try Fund
U. a no cost fundraismg program
that's easy and reliable. Call 1" "HTJND-U.com.
NOTICE
!<* mr«* infofmtfHW and auitunt
reawthM ihc owetfuiaoe of Anmctni
twanru ivpaiwunrt. t»K«.i (he ifcflrr
H«unru Burrm kc
IW-MMWI

SPRING BREAK
•1 Spring Brook Vocation! Best
prices guaranteed) Cancun
Jamaica. Bahamas. & Florida' Book
earr, and recerve free meat plan Now
hmng campus repsl 1-800-234.7007
www pnOresssymme' fours com

SEPT. 10. 2001 I TIIK BREEZE 119

AAAAI Spring Break Specials!
Cancun and Jamaica from $389'
Air. hotel, free meals. Award
winning company Group leaders
free' F«r«da vacations $129'
spmgbreaftfraver com
l-80O«784i3S6.
taring Break 2002! Studem
Eipress is now ninng sales reps
Cancun features Free meals and
parlies at Fat Tuesdays - MTV
Beach Headquarters. Acapuico.
Maratian. Jamaica Bahamas.
South Padre. Florida Prices from
$469 with Mw Airknes 24.000
travelers ei 2001. Can 800787 3787
for a free brochure or e man
bookrteMtudenteipress com.
wwwsrudeYifewress com
Spring Btoak 2002 Tr.ivel *.th
STS. America's •! Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica. Menco.
Bahamas, or Florida Promote
trips on-campus to earn cash and
free tnps fn*ormalK)n/Rrvrirfition<;
1800648-4849 or www srstw* roni

Skydlvo! One day first tandem
jumps from 2 1/2 miles up! 22
jumper aircraft. JMU siudent
discounts' www. skvdrveorange.com.
1-877 DlVESKY
run Mi. I IMI KNNMII's
MIKSI AIMKK2B02
N^inimif»mpllMl Build
>ourrr>ume l-unnvcr $7.(100ihi*
Mimmcr RMMBMI full hv
TlijnlNpMop Appl) <>n linoindii
■ ••.tun tonpairrtr rvtuwi

ADVERTISE IN
THE BREEZE
CLASSIFIED ADS!
S3.00 for ihc firvi lOwonh
S: («i lot ,-,Kh add I III worth
Block .i.l- ,iu- Mil null

AAAAI Early Specials! Spnng
Break Bahamas Party Cruise) 5
days $279' Includes meals
parties
Awesome beaches
nightlife' Departs from Flooaa' Gel
group go free' 1 8006786386
spnngorpa* travel com

credit cards!!
t lassificd MlvHtiifog only

PERSONALS

Cull today to place your ad!

Now accepting

\ i-.i or Master Curd

Ost mad! www e madmone. torn
Valuable coupons! $1.00 oM with
thrsad

S68-6127

Sell your items in The Breeze classifieds!
Just $15 to ran your ad until it sells or for the
entire semester (whichever comes first)!*
This offer is good September 10. 2001 through October 31, 2001 and only applies to
advertising in the "For Sale" section. Ads must be 20 words or less. Offer applies to
individual items only. Retail stores and businesses do not qualify for this special offer.
All ads are subject to Breeze approval.

Don't miss out on this great deal!

568-6127
20 West Water St
downtow

**rOTO,
/\ JAPANESE STEAKHOUSE

o SUSHI
• SPECIALTY
• DRINKS
• KIDS MENU
• TEMPURA
• IAPANESE
ENTRIES

u

OUR EXPERT KYOTO CHEFS PREPARE,
FROM APPETIZER TO ENTREE,
YOUR DELICIOUS DINNER AT AUTHENTIC
TEPPAN YAW TABLES.

• SAMSMIMI
• SPORTS BAR
• MONDAY
NIGHT
FOOTBALL
• NFL SUNDAY

Mon-Frj 12-8 Sat 11-6

5550
irections

Dream ^Theater (3CD live), Ozqmatli,
Nid«aWk, P.Q.D., Seal, Babyface,
The M^hb^G^^Jamiroquai
■ Low low everyday prices on new & used CD's and tapes
• Large and Giant-sized posters

540.574.4901
829 E. MARKET STREET HARR1S0NBURG, VA

rush

info session
Monday, Sept. 10th
8pm Zane Show ker
RI1I105

info session
Thursday, Sept. 13th
8pm Zane Showker
RPI105

business fraternity • we're co-ed • mchalejk@jmu.edu
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For Just $750 aou. can place,
a faa.llcolor adiw-t/swe'tit
OK

tke, DOCK,pa<i>e< ofa ike, uf-eze,/

For more information,
contact Christine at The Breeze: 568-6127
_

